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U.S. Department of Justice 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives 

Firearms Technology Criminal Branch 
Re ort of Technical Examination 

To: 
Special Agen 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco. Firearms and Explosives 
1301 Clay Street 
Suite 670S 
Oakland, CA 94612 

Date Exhibit Received: 1 In/2018 

Exhibit: 

serial number 

Pertinent Authority: 

244 Needy Road #1600 
Martinsburg, WV 25405 

Phone: 304-616-4300 
Fax:304-616-4301 

Date: 

RE: 

FrCB#: 20J9-096-
3100l5 

Type of Examination Requested: 

Examination. Test, Classification 

suspected short-barreled rifle). 

Title 28 of the United States Code (U.S.C.) Chapter 40A Section 599a provides the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) the authority to investigate criminal and regulatory violations of 
Federal firearms law at the direction of the Attorney General. Under the corresponding Federal regulation at 28 
CFR § 0.130 the Attorney General provides ATF with the authority to investigate. administer. and enforce the 
laws related to firearms, in relevant part, under 18 U.S.C. Chapter 44 (Gun Control Act) and 26 U.S.C. Chapter 
53 (National Firearms Act). Pursuant to the aforementioned statutory and regulatory authority, the ATF 
Firearms Ammunition and Technology Division (FA TD) provides expert technical support on firearms and 
ammunition to federal, state. and local law enforcement agencies regarding the Gun Control Act and National 
Firearms Act. 

The amended Gun Control Act of 1968 (GCA), 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(3), defines the term .. firearm'' in part as: 
(A) any weapon (including a starter gem) which will or is designed to or may readily be converted to expel a 
projectile by the action of an explosive; (B) tlieframe or receiver of any :mc/1 weapon". (See 18 U.S.C. § 
921 (a)(3).) 

The GCA defines "rifle" to mean: " ... a weapon designed or redesigned, made or remade, and intended to be 
fired from the shoulder and designed or redesigned and made or remade to use the energy of an explosive to 
fire only a single projectile through a rifled bore, for each single pull of the trigger." (See 18 U.S.C. § 
92l(a)(7).) 
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The GCA defines "short-barreled riOe" to mean: " .. . a rifle having one or more barrels less than sixteen 
inches in length and any weapon made from a rifle (whether by alteration, modification, or othenvise) if such 
weapon, as modified, has an overall length of less than twenty-six inches." (See 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(8).) 

The GCA defines "handgun," to mean, defines "handgun" to mean, in part: " ... afireann which has a short 
stock and is designed to be held and fired by the use of a single hand ... " (See 18 U.S.C. § 921 (a)(29).) 

Additionally, 27 CFR § 478.11, a regulation implementing the GCA, defines "pistol" as: w ... a weapon originally 
designed, made, and intended to fire a projectile (bullet)from one or more barrels when held in one hand, and 
having (a) a chamber(s) as an integral part(s) of, or pennanently aligned with, the bore(s),· and (b) a short 
stock designed to be gripped by one hand and at an angle to and extending below the line of the bore(s)." (See 
27 CFR § 478.11.) 

Also, the National Firearms Act (NFA), 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a), defines "firearm" to mean, in part: "(3) a rifle 
having a barrel or barrels of less than 16 inches in length; ( 5) any other weapon, as defined in subsection ( e)" 
(See 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a).) 

Further, the NFA, 26 U.S.C. § 5845(e) defines "any other weapon (AOW)" as: " ... any weapon or device 
capable of being concealed on the person from which a shot can be discharged through the energy of an 
explosive, a pistol or revolver with a smooth bore designed or redesigned to fire a.fixed shotgun shell, weapons 
with combination shotgun and rifle barrels 12 inches or more, less than 18 inches in length, from which only a 
single discharge ca,i be made from either barrel without manual reloading, and shall include any such weapon 
which may be readily restored to fire. Such tenn shall not include a pistol or revolver having a rifled bore, or 
rifled bores, or weapons designed, made, or illfended to be fired from the shoulder and not capable of.firing 
fixed amnumition." (See 26 U.S.C. § 5845(e).) 

The NFA, "Identification of firearms," states: " ... (a) Identification of firearms other than destructive devices. 
- Each manufacturer and importer and anyone making afireami shall idemify eachfireami, other than a 
destructive device, manufactured, imported, or made by a serial number which may not be readily removed, 
obliterated, or altered, the name of the manufacturer, importer, or maker, and such other identification as the 
Secretary may by regulations prescribe. (b) Firearms without serial number. -Any person who possesses a 
fireann, other than a destructive device, which does not bear the serial number and other infonnation required 
by subsection (a) of this section shall identify thefireann with a serial number assigned by the Secretary and 
any other information the ... [latter] ... may by regulations prescribe." (See 26 U.S.C. § 5842.) 

Findings: 

old Exhibit 40 
as a receiver with pistol grip and "SBA3 adjustable pistol brace". As received, the "SBA3 adjustable pistol 
brace" has a magazine secured in it. Further, a complete upper assembly has been installed, and a fore-grip has 
been attached to the handguard of Exhibit 40. 
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ATF has not previously examined or classified the "SBA3 adjustable pistol brace." When configured on a 
firearm, as with the Exhibit 40 AR-type, the "SBA3 adjustable pistol brace" exhibits the objective design 
characteristics of a stock/buttstock or shouldering device. 

The objective design features to determine if an item is a stabilizing brace include, but are not limited to: the 
type of firearm on which the stabilizing brace is used; the weight and length of the firearm used with the 
stabilizing brace; the length of pull to the end of the stabilizing brace when installed on a firearm; the design of 
the stabilizing brace and how it functions, to include material, surface area available for contact with the 
shoulder, and shared or interchangeable parts with known buttstocks/stocks. 

"Stabilizing braces" are firearm accessories designed to assist with the operation and use of certain pistols or 
firearms, by aiding the shooter in stabilizing the firearm for shooting with one (I) hand. ATF has determined 
that such an accessory assists in supporting pistols or firearms which are generally large and heavy for firing 
with one (I) hand. A TF has found that such a firearm accessory is not necessary for use with standard sized 
semiautomatic pistols and revolvers as these pistols are generally too small and lightweight to necessitate the 
use of a "stabilizing brace." The use of an accessory marketed as a "stabilizing brace" in the assembly of a 
firearm can result in the redesign of a firearm or pistol into a "short-barreled rifle" or "short-barreled shotgun" 
due to the firearm being redesigned to be fired from the shoulder. 

Merriam-Webster and other dictionaries define "buttstock" to mean "the part of the stock located behind the 
breech mechanism of afirean11." 

Oxford and other dictionaries define "stock'' to mean "the part of a rifle or other fireami to which the barrel 
and firing mechanism are attached, held against one's shoulder w/renfiring the gun." 

The National Rifle Association (NRA) and other sources define "length of pull" as "the distance from the 
center of the trigger to the center of tire buttplate or recoil pad." 

The appearance and adjustable function of the "SBA3 adjustable pistol brace" is very similar to a M4-type 
buttstock. 

I measured the maximum length of pull of Exhibit 40 in the following manner: I placed the Exhibit on a flat 
surface and measured the distance between the center of the trigger and the center of the fully extended "SBA3 
ad·ustable pistol brace" rear surface. I determined the maximum length of pull on Exhibit 40 is approximately 

'nches. 

The buffer tube on Exhibit 40 has an approximate length o-nches and five (5) recesses designed to adjust 
the length of pull. A standard M4 buttstock will install and function properly on the Exhibit 40 buffer tube with 
no modifications. 

The M4 rifle has a buffer tube with an approximate length o-nches with four (4) recesses designed to 
adjust the length of pull of the stock/buttstock. The rear surface of the stock/buttstock acts as the buttplate or 
recoil pad. The length of pull on a M4 rifle is adjustable from approximate( inches t~nches. 
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The rear surface of the "SBA3 adjustable pistol brace" is made from a combination of plastic and rubber that is 
wider and longer than a standard M4 buttstock. This creates more surface area for shouldering than a standard 
M4 buttstock. 

The "SBA3 adjustable pistol brace" has small flaps with curved ends that make it difficult to place the flaps 
around a forearm. The elastic Velcro strap for securing the shooters forearm inside the flaps is very short and 
difficult to stretch long enough to secure even with the "SBA3 adjustable pistol brace" at its shortest position so 
that it goes around the smallest part of a forearm possible. The Velcro straps on the "SBA3 adjustable pistol 
brace" do hold the flaps together with no forearm inserted between them and with the curved flap design 
provide a conventional buttstock/stock profile. 

The "SBA3 adjustable pistol brace" is a stock/buttstock because of its interchangeability of parts, similarity of 
function, appearance, length of pull, and shouldering surface area compared with known stock/buttstock 
designs, thus the firearm meets the definition of a "rifle" under the GCA and NFA. 

I measured the overall length of Exhibit 40 in the following manner: I placed the Exhibit on a flat surface and 
measured the distance between the extreme ends of the Exhibit with the "SBA3 adjustable pistol brace" fully 
extended, and measured along a line parallel to the center line~ore and noted the measurement. I 
determined Exhibit 40 has an overall length of approximatel~nches. 

I measured the barrel of Exhibit 40 in the following manner: I placed the Exhibit on a flat surface and then 
closed the bolt; inserted a cylindrical scale into the muzzle of the barrel until it touche~ face; and noted 
the measurement. I determined that the length of barrel on Exhibit 40 is approximatel-nches. My 
examination revealed that the bore of the barrel is rifled. 

During my examination, I observed the following markings on Exhibit 40: 

Receiver (left side): 

Pistol grip (left side): 

SBA3 pistol brace (rear): 

Pistol grip (right side): 
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Receiver (right side): 

Fore-end (right side): 

Angled fore-grip (right side): 

Barrel: 

Angled fore-grip (left side}: 

Fore-end (left side}: 
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I test-fired Exhibit 1 on January 10, 2019, at the ATF test range, Martinsburg, WV, using commercially 
available, PMC brand, 5.56x45mm caliber ammunition and the supplied magazine. 

I placed the safety in the fire position, inserted a one-round ammunition load and pulled the trigger. Exhibit I 
successfully expelled a single projectile by the action of an explosive. I repeated this method of test-fire one 
additional time obtaining the same result. 

After I inserted a two-round ammunition load, with the safety in the fire position, I pulled the trigger. Exhibit I 
fired one round with a single function of the trigger. I repeated this method of test-fire once more obtaining the 
same result. 

Exhibit 40 is a weapon which will expel a projectile by the action of an explosive one time for each single pull 
of the trigger, and is designed and intended to be fired from the shoulder with a barrel of less than sixteen ( 16) 
inches in length. Therefore, Exhibit 40 is a "firearm," a "rifle,"and "short-barreled rifle" as defined in the 
GCA and "firearm" as defined in the NF A. 

Conclusions: 

Exhibit 40, being a weapon which will expel a projectile by the action of an explosive and incorporating the 
receiver of a firearm, is a "firearm" as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(3}(A}&(B). 

Exhibit 40, being a rifle having a barrel of less than 16 inches in length, is a "short-barreled rifle" as defined 
in 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a}(8). 

Exhibit 40, being a short-barreled rifle, is also a "firearm" as defined in 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a}(3}. 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives 

Firearms Technology Criminal Branch 
Re ort of Technical Examination 

To: 

Special Agen 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives 
201 East Washington Street, Suite 940 
Phoenix, Arizona 85004 

Date Exhibits Received: 10/15/2019 

Delivered B : Fed Ex 

Exhibits: 

244 Needy Road #1600 
Martinsburg, WV 25405 

Phone: 304-616-4300 
Fax:304-616-4301 

Date: 

UI#: 

RE: PPD 
SBRcase 

FTCB#: 2020-045-
312191 

Type of Examination Requested: 

Examination, Test, Classification 

l. , 5.56mm NATO caliber firearm bearing serial numbe 
(suspected short-barrel rifle). 

2. 5.56mm NATO caliber firearm bearing serial number 
short-barrel rifle). 

3. , 5.56mm NATO caliber firearm bearing serial numbe 
(suspected short-barrel rifle). 

Pertinent Authority: 

Title 28 of the United States Code (U.S.C.) provides the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco Firearms and Explosives 
(ATF) the authority to investigate criminal and regulatory violations of Federal firearms law at the direction of 
the Attorney General. Under the corresponding Federal regulation at 28 C.F.R. 0.130 the Attorney General 
provides ATF with the authority to investigate, administer, and enforce the laws related to firearms, in relevant 
part, under 18 U.S.C. Chapter 44 (Gun Control Act) and 26 U.S.C. Chapter 53 (National Firearms Act). 
Pursuant to the aforementioned statutory and regulatory authority, the ATF Firearms Ammunition and 
Technology Division (FATD) provides expert technical support on firearms and ammunition to federal, state 
and local law enforcement agencies regarding the Gun Control Act and the National Firearms Act. 

The Gun Control Act of 1968 (GCA), 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(3), defines "firearm" to include: 

" ... (A) any weapon (including a-starter gun) which will or is designed to or may readily be converted to expel a 
projectile by the action of an explosive,· ( B) the frame or receiver of any such weapon; (C) any firearm muffler 
or silencer; or ( D) any destructive device. Such temi does not include an antique jireami." 
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"a weapon designed or redesigned, made or remade, and intended to be fired from the shoulder and designed 
or redesigned and made or remade to use the energy of an explosive to fire only a single projectile through a 
rifled bore for each single pull of the trigger. " 

Additionally, the GCA, 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(8), defines. "short-barreled rifle" to mean: 

'~ .. a rifle having one or more barrels less tha,z sixteen inches in leugth and any weapon made from a rifle 
(whether by alteration, modification, or othenvise) if such weapon, as modified, has an overall length of less 
than twenty-six incites. " 

The National Firearms Act (NFA), 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a), defines the term "firearm" as: 

" ... (1) a shotgun having a barrel or barrelj• of less than 18 inches in length; (2) a weapon made from a shotgun 
if such weapon as modified has an overall length of less than 26 incites or a barrel or barrels of less than 18 
inches in length; (3) a rifle having a barrel or barrels of less than 16 inches in length (4) a weapon made from a 
rifle if such weapon as modified has an overall length of less than 26 inches or a barrel or barrels of less than 
16 inches in length; (5) any other weapon, as defined, as defined in subsection (e); (6) a maclzinegun; (7) any 
silencer (as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 921 ); and (8) a destructive device. The temz "firearm" ,,;hall not include an 
allfique firearm or any device ( other than a maclzinegun or destructive device) which, although designed as a 
weapon, the ... [Attomey General] ... finds by reason of the date of its manufacture, value, design and other 
characteristics is primarily a collector's item and is not likely to be used as a weapon." 

Further, the NFA, § 5842, .. Identification of firearms,'' states: 

..... (a) Identification of firearms other than destructive devices. - Each manufacturer and importer and anyone 
making afireann shall identify eaclzfireamz, other tlzan a destructive device, manufaclltred, imported, or made 
by a serial number which may not be readily removed, obliterated, or altered, the name of the manufacturer, 
importer, or maker, and such other identification as the ... [Attorney General] ... may by regulations prescribe. 
(b) Fireanns without serial number. -Any person who possesses a firearm, other than a destructive device, 
which does not bear the serial number and other infonnation required by subsection (a) of this section shall 
identify thefireann with a serial number assigned by the ... [Attorney General} ... and any other information 
t/ze ... [latter] ... may by regulations prescribe." 

Findings: 

Exhibit 1 is a 5.56mm NATO caliber firearm manufactured by an unknown person utilizing a receiver 
manufactured b . As received, Exhibit 1 is equipped with a muzzle 
device, flip-up sights, a Spare brand red-dot scope, and an SB Tactical, SBA3 Pistol StabUizing Brace is 
installed on the receiver extension. Additionally, Exhibit I is equipped with a vertical fore-grip. 
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The S~A3 d.. instal~ed o_n the receiver extension_ofExhibit l is appro~imately_.inches i~ length and 
approx1matel ches ~h. The butt of the device tapers from a maximum width of approx1matel. 
inches to approximately-nches and the butt is approximatel~inches in height. The device 
manufacturer states that the Pistol Stabilizing Brace design is intended to provide the shooter with the 
advantages of a handgun but with a third point of contact that adds greater stability, accuracy, and control. The 
SBA3 installed on Exhibit 1 does not incorporate any design features that preclude or discourage shouldering 
the Exhibit. 

Exhibit l is also equipped with a vertical fore-grip, and, as such, it is not designed to be held and fired by the 
use of a single hand, and when utilized as designed, the aiming system scope is unusable without shouldering 
the Exhibit. Therefore, the SBA3 device, regardless of the manufacturers stated intent, is being used as the 
shouldering device for Exhibit 1. This indicates that Exhibit 1 is designed and intended to be fired from the 
shoulder. As received, Exhibit I is a weapon designed and intended to be fired from the shoulder and contains a 
rifled barrel; therefore, Exhibit 1 is a rifle. 

-
1 has a rifled barrel with a length of approximately-inches and an overall length of approximately 
nches. I measured the overall length of Exhibit 1 by placing the Exhibit on a flat surface and measuring 

the distance between the extreme ends along a line parallel to the center line of the bore. Additionally, I 
measured the barrel of Exhibit I by placing the Exhibit on a flat surface and then closing the bolt and inserting a 
cylindrical scale into the muzzle of the barrel until it touched the bolt face. Being a rifle having a barrel of less 
than 16 inches in length, Exhibit I is also a short-barreled rifle as defined. 

During my examination, I observed the following external markings on Exhibit 1: 

Exhibit l utilizes semiautomatic fire control components, and my examination revealed that the Exhibit field
tested as a semiautomatic firearm only. As received, the Exhibit is devoid of a bolt carrier assembly. In order to 
demonstrate that Exhibit I is designed to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive, I obtained a bolt 
carrier assembly from the ATF National Firearms Collection (NFC) and installed it in Exhibit l. 
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I test-fired Exhibit 1 on October 16, 2019, at the ATF test range, Martinsburg, West Virginia, using 
commercially available, PMC brand, .223 Remington caliber ammunition. I inserted one round of ammunition 
into a magazine obtained from the NFC, inserted the magazine into the Exhibit, retracted and released the 
charging handle to cock the Exhibit and chamber the cartridge, and squeezed the trigger. Exhibit l successfully 
expelled a projectile by the action of an explosive. 

Exhibit 2 is a 5. 6mm NATO caliber firearm manufactured by an unknown person utilizing a receiver 
manufactured b As received, Exhibit 2 is equipped with a muzzle device, 
flip-up sights, a Spare brand red-dot scope, and an SB Tactical, SBA3 Pistol Stabilizing Brace is installed on 
the receiver extension. Additionally, Exhibit 2 is equipped with a vertical fore-grip. 

The SBA3 d • installed on the receiver extension of Exhibit 2 is approximatel-nches in lengt'.ilw 
approximate ches~h. The butt of the device tapers fro-imum width of approximatel:>111 
inches to approx1matel ... inches and the butt is approximate! nches in height. The device 
manufacturer states that the Pistol Stabilizing Brace design is intended to provide the shooter with the 
advantages of a handgun but with a third point of contact that adds greater stability, accuracy, and control. The 
SBA3 installed on Exhibit 2 does not incorporate any design features that preclude or discourage shouldering 
the Exhibit. 

Exhibit 2 is also equipped with a vertical fore-grip, and, as such, it is not designed to be held and fired by the 
use of a single hand, and when utilized as designed the aiming system scope is unusable without shouldering the 
Exhibit. Therefore, the SBA3 device, regardless of the manufacturers stated intent, is being used as the 
shouldering device for Exhibit 2. This indicates that Exhibit 2 is designed or redesigned and intended to be fired 
from the shoulder. As received, Exhibit 2 is a weapon designed and intended to be fired from the shoulder and 
contains a rifled barrel; therefore, Exhibit 2 is a rifle. 

Exhibit 2 has a rifled barrel with a length of approximatel~nches and an overall length of approximately 
-nches. Being a rifle having a barrel of less than 16 inches in length, Exhibit 2 is also a short-barreled 
~defined. 

During my examination, I observed the following external markings on Exhibit 2: 

On the left side of the receiver 
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Exhibit 2 utilizes semiautomatic fire control components, and my examination revealed that the Exhibit field
tested as a semiautomatic firearm only. 

I test-fired Exhibit 2 on October 16, 2019, at the ATF test range, Martinsburg, West Virginia, using 
commercially available, PMC brand, .223 Remington caliber ammunition. I inserted one round of ammunition 
into a magazine obtained from the NFC, inserted the magazine into the Exhibit, retracted and released the 
charging handle to cock the Exhibit and chamber the cartridge, and squeezed the trigger. Exhibit 2 successfully 
expelled a projectile by the action of an explosive. 

Exhibit 3 is a 5.56mm NATO caliber firearm manufactured by an unknown person utilizing a receiver 
manufactured b As received, Exhibit 3 is equipped with a muzzle 
device, flip-up sights, a Spare brand red-dot scope, and an SB Tactical, SBA3 Pistol Stabilizing Brace is 
installed on the receiver extension. Additionally, Exhibit 3 is equipped with a vertical fore-grip. 

The SBA3 d.. installed on the receiver extension of Exhibit 3 is approximatel~nches in Ieng. 
approximate • nches·· h. The butt of the device tapers fro-imum width of approximate) 
inches to approximate) inches and the butt is approximate) nches in height. The device 
manufacturer states that the Pistol Stabilizing Brace design is intended to provide the shooter with the 
advantages of a handgun but with a third point of contact that adds greater stability, accuracy, and control. The 
SBA3 installed on Exhibit 3 does not incorporate any design features that preclude or discourage shouldering 
the Exhibit. 

Exhibit 3 is also equipped with a vertical fore-grip, and, as such, it is not designed to be held and fired by the 
use of a single hand, and when utilized as designed, the aiming system scope is unusable without shouldering 
the Exhibit. Therefore, the SBA3 device, regardless of the manufacturers stated intent, is being used as the 
shouldering device for Exhibit 3. This indicates that Exhibit 3 is designed and intended to be fired from the 
shoulder. As received, Exhibit 3 is a weapon designed and intended to be fired from the shoulder and contains a 
rifled barrel; therefore, Exhibit 3 is a rifle . 

• 
·t 3 has a rifled barrel with a length of approximately - inches and an overall length of approximately 
inches. I measured the overall length of Exhibit 3 by placing the Exhibit on a flat surface and measuring 

the distance between the extreme ends along a line parallel to the center line of the bore. Aqditio11ally, I 
measured the barrel of Exhibit 3 by placing the Exhibit on a flat surface and then closing the bolt and inserting a 
cylindrical scale into the muzzle of the barrel until it touched the bolt face. Being a rifle having a barrel of less 
than 16 inches in length, Exhibit 3 is also a short-barreled rifle as defined. 

During my examination, I observed the following external markings on Exhibit 3: 
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Exhibit 3 utilizes semiautomatic fire control components, and my examination revealed that the Exhibit field
tested as a semiautomatic firearm only. As received, the Exhibit is devoid of a bolt carrier assembly. In order to 
demonstrate that Exhibit 3 is designed to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive, I obtained a bolt 
carrier assembly from the NFC and installed it in Exhibit 3. 

I test-fired Exhibit 3 on October 16, 2019, at the ATF test range, Martinsburg, West Virginia, using 
commercially available, PMC brand, .223 Remington caliber ammunition. I inserted one round of ammunition 
into a magazine obtained from the NFC, inserted the magazine into the Exhibit, retracted and released the 
charging handle to cock the Exhibit and chamber the cartridge, and squeezed the trigger. Exhibit 3 successfully 
expelled a projectile by the action of an explosive. 

Conclusions: 

Exhibit 1 is a weapon which is· designed to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive and incorporates the 
receiver of a firearm; therefore, Exhibit I is a "firearm'' as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(3)(A) and (B). 

Exhibit 1, being a rifle having a barrel of less than 16 inches in length, is a "short-barreled rifle" as defined in 
18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(8). 

Being a "rifle having a barrel less than sixteen inches in length," Exhibit l is also a "firearm" as defined in 26 
U.8.C. § 5845(a)(3). 

Exhibit 1 bears no NFA manufacturer's marks of identification as required by 26 U.S.C. § 5842. 

Exhibit 2 is a weapon which will expel a projectile by the action of an explosive and incorporates the receiver 
of a firearm; therefore, Exhibit 2 is a "firearm" as defined.in 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(3)(A) and (B). 

Exhibit 2, being a rifle having a barrel of less than 16 inches in length, is a "short .. barreled rifle" as defined in 
18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(8). 

Being a "rifle having a barrel less than sixteen inches in length," Exhibit 2 is also a "firearm" as defined in 26 
U.S.C. § 5845(a)(3). 

Exhibit 2 bears no NFA manufacturer's marks of identification as required by 26 U.S.C. § 5842. 
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Conclusions (cont.): 
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2020~045 
Page 7 

Exhibit 3 is a weapon which is designed to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive and incorporares the 
receiver of a firearm; therefore, Exhibit 3 is a "firearm'' as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a){3)(A) and (B). 

Exhibit 3, being a rifle having a barrel of less than 16 inches in length, is a ''short-barreled rifle" as defined in 
18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(8). 

Being a "rifle having a barrel less than sixteen inches in length," Exhibit 3 is also a "firearm" as defined in 26 
U.S.C. § 5845{a)(3). 

Exhibit 3 bears no NFA manufacturer's marks of identification as required by 26 U.S.C. § 5842. 

Approved by: 

hief 
1rearms ec no ogy Criminal Branch 

Attachment: Nine pages bearing photographs 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and E pl si es 

To: 
Special Agen 

Firearms Technology Criminal Branch 
Re ort of Technical Examination 

244 Needy Road #1600 
Martinsburg, WV 25405 

Phone: 304-616-4300 
Fax:304-616-4301 

Date: 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives 
3161 West White Oak Drive 

UI#: 

Suite #200 RE: 
Springfield. IL 62704 

FTCB#: 2020-230 
312922 

Date Exhibits Received: 12/20/2019 Type of Examination Requested: 

Examination, Test, Classification 

Exhibits: 

I. 12 gauge firearm, serial numbe 
(suspected short-barreled shotgun). 

Pertinent Authority: 

Title 28 of the United States Code (U.S.C.) provides the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco Firearms and Explosives 
(ATF) the authority to investigate criminal and regulatory violations of Federal firearms law at the direction of 
the Attorney General. Under the corresponding Federal regulation at 28 CFR § 0.130, the Attorney General 
provides ATF with the authority lo investigate, administer, and enforce the laws related to firearms, in relevant 
part, under 18 U.S.C. Chapter 44 (Gun Control Act) and 26 U.S.C. Chapter 53 (National Firearms Act). 
Pursuant to the aforementioned statutory and regulatory authority, the ATF Firearms Ammunition and 
Technology Division (FATD) provides expert technical support on firearms and ammunition to federal, state 
and local law enforcement agencies regarding the Gun Control Act (GCA) and the National Firearms Act 
(NFA). 

The GCA, 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(3), defines the term "firearm" as: " ... (A) any weapon (including a starter gun) 
which will or is designed to or may readily be con verred to expel a projectile by tire action of an explosive; ( B) 
the frame or receiver of wry such weapon; (C) any fireamr muffler or silencer or (D) any destructive device. 
Sttclz rem, does not include an antique fireann." 

The GCA, 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(5), defines "shotgun" to mean: " ... a weapon designed or redesigned, made or 
remade, and intended to be fired from tire shoulder and designed or redesigned and made or remade to use tire 
energy of an explosive to fire tlrrottg/r a smooth bore either a number of ball shot or a single projectile for each 
single pull of the trigger." 
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Pertinent Authority (cont.): 
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The GCA, 18 U.S.C. § 92 l(a)(6), defines the term "'short-barreled shotgun" to mean: " ... a slwtgwz having 
one or more barrels less than eighteen inches in length and any weapon made from a shotgun (whether by 
alteration, modification, or othenvise) if such weapon, as modified, has an overall length of less than twenty-six 
inches .... " 

The NFA, 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a), defines "firearm" as: " ... (]) a shotgun lravi,rg a barrel or barrels of less than 
18 inches ill length; (2) a weapon made from a shotgun if such weapon as modified has an overall length of 
Jess than 26 inches or a barrel or barrels of less than 18 inche~; in length; ( 3) a rifle having a barrel or barrels 
of less than 16 inches in length; (4) a weapon made from a rifle if such weapon as modified has an overall 
length of less than 26 inches or a barrel or barrels of less than 16 inches in length; (5) any other weapon, as 
defined in subsection (e) (6) a machinegun; (7) any silencer (as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 921 ); and (8) a 
destructive device. The tem1 'fireann' shall not include an alllique firearm or any device ( other than a 
machbzegun or destructive device) which, although designed as a weapon, the ... [Attomey General] ... finds by 
reason of the date of its manufacture, value, design, and other characteristics is primarily a collector's item and 
is not likely to be used as a weapon. " 

Findings: 

Exhibit 1 is a 12 gauge firearm manufactured 
Exhibit 1 is equipped with an SB Tactical, SBA3 "Pistol Stabilizing Brace" ac 
type receiver extension, and a CAA vertical fore-grip. Exhibit I is a 12 gauge 

The Exhibit has an overall len~oximatel~inches (with shouldering device extended) and 
contains a barrel approximatel.-,iches in length. ( measured the overall length of Exhibit I by placing 
the Exhibit on a flat surface and measuring the distance between the extreme ends of the Exhibit (shouldering 
device extended), along a line parallel to the center line of the bore and noted the measurement. Additionally, I 
measured the barrel of Exhibit 1 by placing the Exhibit on a flat surface and then closed the bolt. I then inserted 
a cylindrical scale into the muzzle of the barrel until it touched the bolt face and noted the measurement. 

During my examination, I observed the following markings: 
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Findings (cont.): 
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The SBA3 accessory installed on the receiver extension of Exhibit I is approximater.nches in length and 
approximate-ches in width. The re e device tapers from a maximum wi 
approximate-nches to approximate) inches and the butt is approximately inches in height. 
The device manufacturer states that the • tslo Stabilizi11g Brace" design is intended to provide the shooter 
with the advantages of a handgun but with a third point of contact that adds greater stability, accuracy, and 
control. The SBA3 installed on Exhibit I does not incorporate any design features that preclude or discourage 
shouldering the Exhibit. Further, the SBA3 accessory installed onto Exhibit l, is comparable to known 
shoulder stocks, both in length and shouldering surface (see attached photographs). 
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Measuring the distance between lhe center of the trjgger of Exhibi 
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d the center of the SBA3 accessory rear 
nches when fully extended (see attached 

Exhibit l is also equipped with a vertical fore-grip, and, as such, it is not designed to be held and fired by the 
use of a single hand. Exhibit I weighs approximately 8.10 pounds with an unloaded five-round magazine. The 
combination of objective design features of Exhibit I, including: the similarity of the SBA3 accessory to 
common shoulder stocks; rear surface area of the SBA3 accessory, a "length of pull" useful for shouldering the 
firearm, a weight contradictory to one-handed firing, and the presence of a secondary grip; combine to provide 
objective design features consistent with weapons designed and intended to be fired from the shoulder. 

Therefore, the SBA3 accessory, regardless of the manufacturers stated intent, is being used as the shouldering 
device for Exhibit I. This indicates that Exhibit I is designed and intended to be fired from the shoulder. As 
received, Exhibit 1 is a weapon designed and intended to be fired from the shoulder and contains a smoothbore 
barrel; therefore, Exhibit 1 is a "shotgun." Further, being a shotgun having a barrel of less than 18 inches in 
length, Exhibit I is also a "short-barreled shotgun" as defined. 

Exhibit 1 utilizes semiautomatic fire control components, and my examination revealed that the Exhibit field
tested as a semiautomatic firearm only. 

I test-fired Exhibit 1 on December 27, 2019, at the ATF lest range, Martinsburg, West Virginia, using 
commercially available, Remington brand, 12 gauge ammunition. l inserted one round of ammunition into a 
magazine obtained from the NFC, inserted the magazine into the Exhibit, retracted and released the charging 
handle to cock the Exhibit and chamber the cartridge, and squeezed the trigger. Exhibit l successfully expelled 
a projectile by the action of an explosive. 

Conclusions: 

Ex.hibit I, being a weapon which will expel a projectile by the action of an explosive and incorporating the 
receiver of a firearm, is a "firearm" as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 921(a)(3). 

Exhibit 1 is a "short-barreled shotgun" as defined in 18 .S.C. § 921 a)(6). 

Exhibit J, being a shotgun having a barrel less than 18 inches in length, is a "firearm" as defined in 26 U.S.C. § 
5845(a)( 1 ). 

Examined by: 

Firearms Enforcement Officer 
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Attachment: 12 pages, 22 photographs. 

Enclosed is a Firearms Technology Criminal Branch re 
assistance. 
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Exhibit 1 Receiver Markings 
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Exhibit 1 Receiver Extension and Shouldering Device Markings 
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Exhibit 1 Measurements (Taken with Shoulder Stock Extended) 
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Exhibit 1 - Weight with Unloaded Five-Round Magazine 
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Exhibit 1 SB Tactical SBA3 accessory attached to Carbine Receiver 
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Exhibit 1 (middle) compared to AK-pattern firearms with traditional 
shoulder stocks 
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Exhibit 1 Vertical Forward Grip (Secondary Grip) 
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Exhibit 1 - SBA3 accessory utilized to "stabilize" one-handed firing 
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firing from the shoulder 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives 

Firearms Technology Criminal Branch 
Re ort of Technical Examination 

To: 

Special Agent 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives 
257 East 200 South 
Suite #475 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 

Date Exhibits Received: 9/9/2020 

Exhibits: 

244 Needy Road #1600 
Martinsburg, WV 25405 

Phone: 304-616-4300 
Fax: 304-616-4301 

Date: SEP 1 f. 2020 
UI#: 

RE: Firearms and Narcotics 

FTCB#: 2020-682-
3 l 50 l 8 

Type of Examination Requested: 

Examination, Test, Classification 

13. 12 gauge firearm, serial number suspected 
short-barreled shotgun). 

Pertinent Authority: 

Title 28 of the United States Code (U.S.C.) provides the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco Firearms and Explosives 
(ATF) the authority to investigate criminal and regulatory violations of Federal firearms law at the direction of 
the Attorney General. Under the corresponding Federal regulation at 28 CFR § 0.130, the Attorney General 
provides ATF with the authority to investigate, administer, and enforce the laws related to firearms, in relevant 
part, under 18 U.S.C. Chapter 44 (Gun Control Act) and 26 U.S.C. Chapter 53 (National Firearms Act). 
Pursuant to the aforementioned statutory and regulatory authority, the ATF Firearms Ammunition and 
Technology Division (FATD) provides expert technical support on firearms and ammunition to federal, state 
and local law enforcement agencies regarding the Gun Control Act and the National Firearms Act. 

The Gun Control Act of 1968 (GCA), 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(3), defines the term "firearm" to include: 

" ... (A) any weapoll (including a starter gun) which will or is designed to or may readily be converted to expel a 
projectile by the action of an explosive; (B) the frame or receiver of any such weapon; (C) any fireann muffler 
or silencer or ( D) any destructive device. Such tenn does not include an antique fireann. " 

The. GCA, 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(5), defines "shotgun" to mean: 

" .. . a weapon designed or redesigned, made or remade, and intended to be fired from the shoulder and designed 
or redesigned and made or remade to use the energy of an explosive to fire through a smooth bore either a 
number of ball shot or a single projectile for each single pull of the trigger." 
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Pertinent Authority (cont.): 

The GCA, 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(6), defines "short-barreled shotgun" to mean: 
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" ... a shotgun having one or more barrels less than eighteen inches in length and any weapon made from a 
shotgun (whether by alteration, modification, or othenvise) if such weapon, as modified, has an overall length 
of less than twenty-six i11ches. " 

The National Firearms Act (NFA), 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a), defines "firearm" as: 

" ... (]) a sl,otgun l,aving a barrel or barrels of less tl,a1118 inches in le11gtl1; (2) a weapon made from a 
shotgun if such weapon as modified has an overall length of less than 26 inches or a barrel or barrels of less 
than 18 inches in length; (3) a rifle having a barrel or barrels of less than 16 inches in length; (4) a weapo11 
made from a rifle if such weapon as modified has an overall length of less than 26 inches or a barrel or barrels 
of less than 16 inches i11 le11gth; (5) any other weapon, as defined in subsecJion (e) (6) a machi11egu11; (7) any 
silencer ( as defined in 18 U.S. C. § 921 ); and ( 8) a destructive device. The tem, 'firearm' shall 1101 i11c/ude an 
antique firearm or any device ( other than a machine gun or destructive device) which, although designed as a 
weapon, the ... [Attomey General] ... finds by reason of the date of its manufacture, value, design. and other 
characteristics is primarily a collector's item and is not likely to be used as a weapon. " 

Background: 

ATF evaluates a firearm with a "stabilizing brace" accessory attached to determine whether the firearm is 
intended to be fired from the shoulder or if the "stabilizing brace" accessory is legitimately used to fire a heavy 
firearm with one hand. 

In determining whether a firearm is "intended" to be fired from the shoulder, ATF considers the weapon's 
objective design features and uses, as well as the manufacturer's stated intent. While FATD considers a 
manufacturer's stated intent in classifying any product, it is not required to simply accept those statements when 
contradicted by objective evidence including the design and intended use of the item in question. See Sig-Sauer 
v. Brandon, 826 F.3d 598 (1st Cir. 2016). To rely exclusively on a manufacturer's assertion would permit 
manufacturers to market devices under their own classification, whether or not they may have a legitimate 
alternate use; simply by asserting that they are neither designed nor intended for any illicit use. Classifications 
based solely on the stated intent of the manufacturer would create an absurd result: Federal regulation of only 
those items the manufacturer wanted to market as such, leaving other items completely unregulated. 

The objective design features considered to determine whether the weapon is designed, made and intended to be 
held and fired with one hand, with an attached "stabilizing brace" accessory or, alternatively, is a weapon 
intended to be fired from the shoulder include, but are not limited to: 

• The type and caliber of firearm to which the "stabilizing brace" accessory is installed; 
• The weight and length of the firearm used with the "stabilizing brace;" 
• The "length of pull" when installed on a firearm. While 13-1/2 inches is an extreme limit indicator, it 

does not serve as a demarcation line; shoulder fired weapons may possess a "length of pull" as little as 1. 
inches (see Troy Tomahawk Short); 
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Background (cont.): 
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• The attachment method of the "stabilizing brace" accessory, to include modified stock attachments, 
extended receiver extensions, and the use of spacers; 

• The objective design features of the attached "stabilizing brace" accessory, to include: 
o Function of the accessory when utilized as a "stabilizing brace" compared to alternate use as a 

shouldering device; 
o Design of the "stabilizing brace" compared to known shoulder stock designs; 
o Rear contact surface area of the "stabilizing brace;" 
o Material used to make the accessory; 
o Shared or interchangeable parts with known shoulder stocks; 

• Appropriate aim point when utilizing the "stabilizing brace" accessory, no upward or downward slant; 
• Presence of a secondary grip, demonstrating the weapon is not designed be held and fired by one hand; 
• Incorporation of sights/scopes that possess eye relief incompatible with one-handed firing; 
• Installation of other peripheral accessories, to include bipods/monopods, large capacity 

magazines/drums, etc. 

In addition to the objective design features of a submitted sample, FATD also considers the marketing of both 
the accessory and the firearm to which it is assembled, compared to the manufacturer's stated intent when 
submitting an item. FATD has found that manufacturers often assert that a device is a "stabilizing brace" when 
submitting a firearm for classification. The same manufacturers will then advertise their products as devices 
that permit customers to fire their "pistols" from the shoulder - that is, making a "short-barreled rifle" 
without complying with the requirements of the NF A. This is far from the "incidental" use of an arm brace as a 
shouldering device, but is instead marketing material that directly contradicts the stated purpose as submitted to 
ATF. FATD also examines how the device is actually being utilized by members of the firearms industry, 
firearm writers and enthusiasts, and the general public. These sources provide insight into any inconsistencies 
between a manufacturer's stated intent in marketing their product and the actual use of the product, i.e., as a 
"stabilizing brace" or a shouldering device. 

"Stabilizing brace" accessories may function to assist injured veterans and others fire large, heavy handguns, 
but the presence of such a device is not by itself determinative as to the classification of that weapon under the 
NFA. ATF makes this classification based on the objective design features of firearms as configured. Based on 
these objective design characteristics, attachment of a "stabilizing brace" accessory can result in the redesign of 
a firearm or pistol into a "short-barreled rifle" or "short-barreled shotgun," because such firearm is 
redesigned such that it is intended to be fired from the shoulder. 

In conclusion, A TF does not regulate the manufacture, sale or possession of firearm accessories, such as stocks, 
secondary grips, or "stabilizing braces." While these items are unregulated on their own, attachment of these 
items could change the classification of the firearm to which they are attached. Therefore, depending on the 
overall objective design features of a weapon, the attachment of a "stabilizing brace" accessory could design or 
redesign a weapon to be fired from the shoulder. Any firearm designed or redesigned to be fired from the 
shoulder with a rifled barrel of less than 16 inches or a smoothbore barrel of less than 18 would be classified as 
a NF A "firearm." 
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Findings: 

Exhibit 13 is a 12 gauge firearm assembled by 
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As received, Exhibit 13 is equipped with 
an SB Tactical SBA3 "Pistol Stabilizing Brace" accessory, which has been previously and repetitively 
determined to be a shouldering device, not a "stabilizing brace" ( discussed below). 

The Exhibit has an overall length of approximate) inches (with shouldering device extended) and 
contains a smoothbore barrel approximate) nches in length. I determined the overall length of Exhibit 
13 by placing the Exhibit on a flat surface, and measuring the distance between the extreme ends of the Exhibit 
(shouldering device extended), along a line parallel to the center line of the bore. Additionally, I measured the 
barrel of Exhibit 13 in the following manner: I closed the bolt, placed the Exhibit on a flat surface, inserted a 
graduated cylindrical scale into the muzzle of the barrel until it touched the bolt face, noted the measurement, 
and removed the rod from the barrel. 

During my examination, I observed the following markings: 

The right side of the receiver 

The left side of the receiver 

As stated above, in determining whether a firearm with a "stabilizing brace" accessory is "intended" to be fired 
from the shoulder, ATF considers the weapon's objective design features and overall configuration. The 
objective design features considered when determining whether the weapon is designed, made and intended to 
be held and fired with one hand, with an attached "stabilizing brace" accessory, or alternatively, when a 
weapon is intended to be fired from the shoulder include, but are not limited to: the weight and overall length of 
the firearm utilizing the "stabilizing brace" accessory; the length of pull; the design of the "stabilizing brace" 
accessory as compared to known shoulder stocks; the attachment method for the "stabilizing brace" accessory; 
whether the "stabilizing brace'' accessory functions as designed when assembled on the firearm; presence of a 
secondary grip which demonstrates the weapon is not designed to be held and fired with one hand; 
incorporation of sights/scopes that possess eye relief incompatible with one-handed firing; and any other 
peripheral accessories that demonstrate the weapon is intended to be fired from the shoulder. 
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A TF' s Firearms Technology Industry Services Branch (FflSB) previously notified SB Tactical that: 

"FT/SB does not approve "stabilizing braces" which are similar or based off of shoulder stock designs." (see 
FfISB letter #308999, dated July 18, 2018, attached). 

Since the date of this notification, SB Tactical has continued to market these accessories as "ATF Compliant 
Pistol Stabilizing Braces. " Although ATF has made a consistent effort to inform SB Tactical they are 
perpetuating a false narrative regarding the accessories they market, SB Tactical has taken the position that ATF 
has no authority to regulate an accessory manufacturer. This has essentially left SB Tactical's business 
partners, such ~, in the position where they are unknowingly manufacturing and marketing 
unregistered NFA firearms. 

In February 2019, SB Tactical was made aware, through outside sources, that ATF determined in a criminal 
examination that the SBA3 accessory is a shouldering device and not a "stabilizing brace." Although SB 
Tactical is aware of this determination, it has continued to attempt to flood the market with the SBA3 accessory, 
misleading its business partners that the attachment of the accessory will not change the classification of a 
firearm. 

In September 2019, while handling the resolution regarding 
which were classifled as "short-barreled shotguns," ATF's Chief Counsel informed 

SBA3 accessory was very similar in design to a recent classification FA TD had made and would 
also likely be classified as a "short-barreled shotgun" as well. After Chief Counsel informed that 
they may be selling an additional unregistered NFA "firearm," their legal counsel provided a 
response (see attached letter), rejecting the "guidance." Rejecting this information, 
lwith SBA3 accessory was never submitted for classification. 

When measuring the distance between the center of the trigger of Exhibit 13 and t~ of the SBA3 
accessory rear surface, the submitted firearm has a length of pull of approximatel~nches when fully 
extended. ATF considers any firearm with a "length of pull" over 13-1/2 inches to be an indicator that the 
firearm is designed to be fired from the shoulder. Therefore, Exhibit 13 possesses a "length of pull" consistent 
with similar shotguns and useful for shouldering the firearm. 

The SBA3 "Pistol Stabilizing Brace" accessory contains two bifurcated (split) rubber flaps and a Velcro strap 
which wrap around a shooter's arm. Unlike the original SB Tactical SB 15 "stabilizing brace" accessory, the 
rubber flaps have been greatly reduced in size, resulting in the flaps on the SBA3 "Pistol Stabilizing Brace" 
accessory being nearly ineffectual. An attempt was made to utilize the SBA3 "Pistol Stabilizing Brace" 
accessory in accordance with the manufacturer's stated intent of "stabilizing" one-handed firing. In the 
collapsed position, the flaps on the SBA3 "Pistol Stabilizing Brace" accessory barely fit around a portion of the 
shooter's arm providing limited "stabilizing" support. In the extended position, the flaps on the SBA3 "Pistol 
Stabilizing Brace" accessory are completely ineffective and the accessory provides limhed "stabilizing" 
support. 
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Further, the examination revealed that the included Velcro strap is manufactured out an elastic material. This 
appears to be an attempt to make the SBA3 accessory .. usable" as a "stabilizing brace" as SB Tactical has been 
aware that the strap is too short to wrap around a shooter's arm in the extended position. While this allows the 
strap to be stretched around the shooter's arm, it also results in the elimination of "stabilizing" support - the 
strap stretches as opposed to securing the firearm to the shooter's arm. 
Finally, during the attempt to use the SBA3 accessory "as designed to stabilize" one-handed firing, it was 
determined that this resulted in an impractical downward trajectory of any projectiles expelled from this firearm 
(see attached photographs). Conversely, the SBA3 accessory provides a comfortable and practical shouldering 
device for the submitted firearm. 
Therefore, although the  with SBA3 accessory" is marketed by  as a non-NFA "GCA
fireann," the Exhibit's objective design features including: utilizing the SBA3 accessory (a known shouldering 
device), incorporating a length of pull consistent with shoulder-fired weapons, an Velcro strap manufactured 
from elastic material, and incorporating an impractical downward slant, do not support this self-classification. 
Instead, the objective design of Exhibit 13 including the incorporation of the SBA3 "Pistol Stabilizing Brace" 
accessory, supports the conclusion that the Exhibit is designed and intended to be fired from the shoulder. 
As received, Exhibit 13 is a weapon designed, made, and intended to be fired from the shoulder and designed 
and made to use the energy of an explosive to fire through a smooth bore either a number of ball shot or a single 
projectile for each single pull of the trigger; therefore, Exhibit 13 is a "shotgun" as defined. Exhibit 13, being a 
shotgun having a barrel of less than 18 inches in length, is a "short-barreled shotgun" as defined. 
I test-fired Exhibit 13 on September 11, 2020, at the ATF test range, Martinsburg, West Virginia, using 
commercially available, Winchester brand, 12 gauge ammunition. After I inserted a one-round ammunition 
load, set the selector to the "FIRE" position, chambered the round, and pulled the trigger, Exhibit 13 
successfully expelled a projectile by the action of an explosive. I inserted a two-round ammunition load, 
charged and chambered the first round, and pulled the trigger, Exhibit 13 fired a single round of ammunition for 
each pull of the trigger. 
Conclusions: 

Exhibit 13, being a weapon which will expel a projectile by the action of an explosive and incorporating the 
receiver of such a weapon, is a "firearm" as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 92 l(a)(3)(A)&(B). 
Exhibit 13, being a weapon that is designed, made, and intended to be fired from the shoulder and designed and 
made to use the energy of an explosive to fire through a smooth bore either a number of ball shot or a single 
projectile for each single pull of the trigger; is a .. shotgun" as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(5). 
Exhibit 13, being a shotgun having a barrel less than 18 inches in length, is a "short-barreled shotgun" as 
defined in 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(6). 
Exhibit 13, being a shotgun having a barrel less than 18 inches in length, is a "firearm" as defined in 26 U .S.C. 
§ 5845(a)( l ).
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Special Agent 

Examined by: 

Firearms Enforcement Officer 

Approved by: 

Chief, Firearms Technology Criminal Branch 
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FTISB letter #311192 
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Exhibit 13 
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Exhibit 13 Markings 
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Exhibit 13 Measurements 
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Exhibit 13 SBA3 accessory installed onto 
Carbine Receiver Extension 
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Exhibit 13 Carbine Receiver Extension 
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Exhibit 13 has a length of pull of approximately 
- consistent with shoulder-fired weapons 
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Exhibit 13 SBA3 accessory - Known 
Shouldering Device 
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Exhibit 13 SBA3 accessory (left) compared to original 
submitted SB15 accessory (right), arm flap highlighted in red. 
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Exhibit 13 SBA3 accessory (left) compared to original 
submitted SB15 accessory (right), arm flap highlighted in red. 
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Exhibit 13 - In the collapsed position the SBA3 accessory 
provides an insufficient amount of coverage of shooter's arm, 
and incorporates an elastic Velcro strap, making it ineffective 

at providing "stabilizing'' support 
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Exhibit 13 - In the extended position the SBA3 accessory 
provides an insufficient amount of coverage of shooter's arm, 
and incorporates an elastic Velcro strap, making it ineffective 

at providing ''stabilizing'' support 
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~ 

Exhibit 13 SBA3 accessory creates a downward 
slant and unusable aimpoint 
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Exhibit 13 is designed and intended to be fired 
from the shoulder 
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Special Agent
Bureau of Alc earms and Explosives 
1011 Boulder Springs Drive 
Suite #300 
Chesterfield, VA 23225 
 
 

Date: 
 

UI#: 
 

RE: 
 

FTCB#: 
 

 
 

Technical Assistance to 
FBI 
2020-487
314200 

Date Exhibits Received: 
 

Delivered By: 

5/29/2020 
 
FedEx

Type of Examination Requested: 
 

Examination, Test, Classification 
 

Exhibits: 
 
1. , .300 BLK caliber , AR-type firearm, serial number suspected short-

barreled rifle). 
 
Pertinent Authority: 
 
Title 28 of the United States Code (U.S.C.) provides the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco Firearms and Explosives 
(ATF) the authority to investigate criminal and regulatory violations of Federal firearms law at the direction of 
the Attorney General. Under the corresponding Federal regulation at 28 CFR § 0.130, the Attorney General 
provides ATF with the authority to investigate, administer, and enforce the laws related to firearms, in relevant 
part, under 18 U.S.C. Chapter 44 (Gun Control Act) and 26 U.S.C. Chapter 53 (National Firearms Act). 
Pursuant to the aforementioned statutory and regulatory authority, the ATF Firearms Ammunition and 
Technology Division (FATD) provides expert technical support on firearms and ammunition to federal, state 
and local law enforcement agencies regarding the Gun Control Act and the National Firearms Act.   
 
The Gun Control Act of 1968 (GCA), 18 U.S.C. § 921(a)(3), defines the term “firearm” to include: 
 
“…(A) any weapon (including a starter gun) which will or is designed to or may readily be converted to expel a 
projectile by the action of an explosive; (B) the frame or receiver of any such weapon; (C) any firearm muffler 
or silencer or (D) any destructive device.  Such term does not include an antique firearm.” 
 
The GCA defines the term “rifle” as:  
 
“…a weapon designed or redesigned, made or remade, and intended to be fired from the shoulder and designed 
or redesigned and made or remade to use the energy of the explosive to fire only a single projectile through a 
rifled bore for each single pull of the trigger…”  (See 18 U.S.C. § 921(a)(7).) 
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Pertinent Authority (cont.): 
 
The GCA defines the term “short-barreled rifle” to mean: 
 
“…a rifle having one or more barrels less than sixteen inches in length and any weapon made from a rifle 
(whether by alteration, modification, or otherwise) if such weapon, as modified, has an overall length of less 
than twenty-six inches…”  (See 18 U.S.C. § 921(a)(8).) 
 
The National Firearms Act (NFA), 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a), defines “firearm” as: 
 
“…(1) a shotgun having a barrel or barrels of less than 18 inches in length; (2) a weapon made from a shotgun 
if such weapon as modified has an overall length of less than 26 inches or a barrel or barrels of less than 18 
inches in length; (3) a rifle having a barrel or barrels of less than 16 inches in length; (4) a weapon made 
from a rifle if such weapon as modified has an overall length of less than 26 inches or a barrel or barrels of less 
than 16 inches in length; (5) any other weapon, as defined in subsection (e) (6) a machinegun; (7) any silencer 
(as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 921); and (8) a destructive device. The term ‘firearm’ shall not include an antique 
firearm or any device (other than a machinegun or destructive device) which, although designed as a weapon, 
the …[Attorney General]… finds by reason of the date of its manufacture, value, design, and other 
characteristics is primarily a collector's item and is not likely to be used as a weapon.” 
 
Also, the NFA, § 5842, “Identification of firearms,” states: 
 
“…(a) Identification of firearms other than destructive devices. - Each manufacturer and importer and anyone 
making a firearm shall identify each firearm, other than a destructive device, manufactured, imported, or made 
by a serial number which may not be readily removed, obliterated, or altered, the name of the manufacturer, 
importer, or maker, and such other identification as the Secretary may by regulations prescribe. (b) Firearms 
without serial number. - Any person who possesses a firearm, other than a destructive device, which does not 
bear the serial number and other information required by subsection (a) of this section shall identify the firearm 
with a serial number assigned by the Secretary and any other information the…[latter]… may by regulations 
prescribe.” 
 
Findings: 
 
Exhibit 1 is a .300 BLK caliber, AR-type firearm assembled by  

.  The Exhibit is equipped with 
a “proprietary Pistol Stabilizing Brace” accessory, a Cherry Bomb muzzle device and an Aimpoint Micro T-2 
red dot sight. 
 
The Exhibit has an overall length of approximately inches (with shouldering device extended) and 
contains a rifled barrel approximatel nches in length.  I determined the overall length of Exhibit 1 by placing 
the Exhibit on a flat surface, and me ng the distance between the extreme ends of the Exhibit (shouldering 
device extended and muzzle device removed), along a line parallel to the center line of the bore.  Additionally, I 
measured the barrel of Exhibit 1 in the following manner: I closed the bolt, placed the Exhibit on a flat surface, 
inserted a graduated cylindrical scale into the muzzle of the barrel until it touched the bolt face, noted the 
measurement, and removed the rod from the barrel. 
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Findings (cont.): 
 
During my examination, I observed the following markings: 
 
The right side of the receiver 
 

 
The left side of the receiver 
 

 
The receiver front of magazine well 
 

 
On the upper assembly 
 

 
The selector markings 
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Findings (cont.): 
 
In determining whether a firearm with a “stabilizing brace” accessory is “intended” to be fired from the 
shoulder, ATF considers the weapon’s objective design features and overall configuration.  The objective 
design features considered when determining whether the weapon is designed, made and intended to be held 
and fired with one hand, with an attached “stabilizing brace” accessory, or alternatively, when a weapon is 
intended to be fired from the shoulder include, but are not limited to: the weight and overall length of the 
firearm utilizing the “stabilizing brace” accessory; the length of pull; the design of the “stabilizing brace” 
accessory as compared to known shoulder stocks; the attachment method for the “stabilizing brace” accessory; 
whether the “stabilizing brace” accessory functions as designed when assembled on the firearm; presence of a 
secondary grip which demonstrates the weapon is not designed to be held and fired with one hand; 
incorporation of sights/scopes that possess eye relief incompatible with one-handed firing; and any other 
peripheral accessories that demonstrate the weapon is intended to be fired from the shoulder.  
 
Exhibit 1 incorporates a proprietary PDW (Personal Defense Weapon)-type housing attached to the rear of the 
AR-type receiver which facilitates the use of twin guide rails to attach the “proprietary Pistol Stabilizing Brace” 
accessory.  This PDW-type housing and use of twin guide rails are identical to those used in the attachment of 
the traditional shoulder stock on the  rifle (see attached photographs).  By all outward 
appearances the “proprietary Pistol Stabilizing Brace” is simply a modified version of the  
shoulder stock and not a legitimate “stabilizing brace” accessory.  Further,  firearm with the 
“proprietary Pistol Stabilizing Brace” was never submitted to ATF for an official classification. 
 

 website states:  
 

 
ATF’s Firearms Technology Industry Services Branch (FTISB) previously notified SB Tactical that: 
 
“FTISB does not approve “stabilizing braces” which are similar or based off of shoulder stock designs.” (see 
FTISB letter #308999, dated July 18, 2018, attached). 
 
While ATF considers many of SB Tactical’s accessories to be modified shoulder stocks and therefore 
shouldering devices themselves, SB Tactical has continued to market these accessories as “ATF Compliant 
Pistol Stabilizing Braces.”  Although ATF has made a consistent effort to inform SB Tactical they are 
perpetuating a false narrative regarding the accessories they market, SB Tactical has taken the position that ATF 
has no authority to regulate an accessory manufacturer.  This has essential left SB Tactical’s business partners 
and “friends” on the hook for unknowingly manufacturing and marketing unregistered NFA firearms. 
 
The “proprietary Pistol Stabilizing Brace” accessory installed onto the twin guide rails of the PDW-type 
housing extends approximatelynches from the rear of the receiver.  The “proprietary Pistol Stabilizing 
Brace” accessory is approximatelinches in height and approximateches at its maximum 
width.  This provides a rear surface area larger than the actualrifle’s shoulder stock.  The 
“proprietary Pistol Stabilizing Brace” accessory does not incorporate any design features that preclude or 
discourage shouldering the Exhibit.  Further, the “proprietary Pistol Stabilizing Brace” accessory installed onto 
Exhibit 1 is comparable to known PDW-type shoulder stocks; specifically, the  rifle’s shoulder 
stock, both in length and shouldering surface (see attached photographs). 
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Findings (cont.): 
 
Measuring the distance between the center of the trigger of Exhibit 1 and the center of the “proprietary Pistol 
Stabilizing Brace” accessory rear surface, the submitted firearm has a length of pull of approximately
inches when fully extended.  By comparison, the  rifle has a length of pull of approximatel

inches. (see attached photograph).  Therefore, Exhibit 1 possesses a “length of pull” consistent with similar 
rifles and useful for shouldering the firearm. 
 
The “proprietary Pistol Stabilizing Brace” accessory contains two bifurcated (split) rubber flaps and a Velcro 
strap which wrap around a shooter’s arm.  Unlike the original SB Tactical SB15 “stabilizing brace” accessory, 
the rubber flaps have been greatly reduced in size, resulting in the flaps on the Exhibit’s “proprietary Pistol 
Stabilizing Brace” accessory being nearly ineffectual in wrapping around a shooter’s arm.  An attempt was 
made to utilize the “proprietary Pistol Stabilizing Brace” accessory in accordance to the manufacturer’s stated 
intent of “stabilizing” one-handed firing.  In the collapsed position, the flaps on the “proprietary Pistol 
Stabilizing Brace” accessory barely cover a shooter’s arm providing limited “stabilizing” support.  In the 
extended position the flaps on the “proprietary Pistol Stabilizing Brace” accessory are completely ineffective.  
Further the included Velcro strap is not long enough to wrap around a shooter’s arm when the accessory is in 
the extended position (see attached photographs). 
 
Further, under the “Common Features and Specs” section on  website, the manufacturer states that 
Exhibit 1, is equipped with a “2-Position Telescoping Stock.”  The FTCB examination has determined that this 
is statement is factual.   
 
Therefore, the “proprietary Pistol Stabilizing Brace” accessory, regardless of the manufacturers stated intent, is 
designed and intended to be used as the shouldering device for Exhibit 1.  This indicates that Exhibit 1 is 
designed and intended to be fired from the shoulder.  As received, Exhibit 1 is a weapon designed, made, and 
intended to be fired from the shoulder and designed and made to use the energy of an explosive to fire only a 
single projectile through a rifled bore for each single pull of the trigger; therefore, Exhibit 1 is a “rifle” as 
defined.  Exhibit 1, being a rifle having a barrel of less than 16 inches in length, is a “short-barreled rifle” as 
defined. 
 
I test-fired Exhibit 1 on June 6, 2020, at the ATF test range, Martinsburg, West Virginia, using commercially 
available, Fiocchi brand, .300 BLK caliber ammunition and a magazine from the National Firearms Collection 
(NFC).  After I inserted a one-round ammunition load, set the selector to the “FIRE” position, charged and 
chambered the round, and pulled the trigger, Exhibit 1 successfully expelled a projectile by the action of an 
explosive.  I inserted a two-round ammunition load, charged and chambered the first round, and pulled the 
trigger, Exhibit 1 fired a single round of ammunition for each pull of the trigger.   
 
Conclusions: 
 
Exhibit 1, being a weapon which is designed to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive and 
incorporating the receiver of such a weapon, is a “firearm” as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 921(a)(3)(A)&(B). 
 
Exhibit 1, being a rifle having a barrel less than 16 inches in length, is a “short-barreled rifle” as defined in 18 
U.S.C. § 921(a)(8). 
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Conclusions (cont.): 
 
Exhibit 1, being a rifle having a barrel less than 16 inches in length, is a “firearm” as defined in 26 U.S.C. § 
5845(a)(3). 
 
Examined by: 
 
 
 
____________________________         

      
Firearms Enforcement Officer     
 
Approved by:  
 
 
 

___________ 

Chief, Firearms Technology Criminal Branch 
 
Attachments: 17 pages bearing 28 photographs,   
  FTISB letter #308999 
 
Enclosed is a Firearms Technology Criminal Branch report provided in response to your request for 
assistance.   
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Exhibit 1 Markings
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Exhibit 1 Measurements (shouldering device 
extended)
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Exhibit 1 “proprietary Pistol Stabilizing Brace” 
accessory –Modified Shoulder Stock  
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Exhibit 1 (top) compared to
rifle (bottom) – shouldering devices collapsed
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Exhibit 1 (top) compared to
rifle (bottom) – shouldering devices extended
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Exhibit 1 shouldering device (top) compared to 
traditional stock (bottom)
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Rearview of the Exhibit 1 shouldering device 
(left) compared to traditional stock (right)
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rifle with “proprietary Pistol Stabilizing Brace” 
has a length of pull of approximately inches
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 rifle with traditional shoulder stock has 
a length of pull of approximately inches
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The flaps on the Exhibit 1 accessory when device is 
collapsed provide limited coverage of shooter’s arm 
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The flaps on the Exhibit 1 accessory when device is extended provide a 
greatly reduced amount of coverage of shooter’s arm, making it far less 

effective at providing “stabilizing” support
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In addition to the flaps not covering the shooter’s arm, the 
Velcro strap on Exhibit 1 fails to wrap around a shooter’s arm 

when the accessory is extended
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Exhibit 1 is designed and intended to be fired 
from the shoulder 
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Dear (b) (6) 

U.S. Department of' Justice 

Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco. 
Firearms and Expfo1,ives 

M,11111,.,/111r11. IV\! J'i.J(J'i 

www.:uf i;m 

MAR 03 2020 

9070,,w 
3311/311127 

This refers to your correspondence 10 the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Fireanns and Explosives 
(ATF), Firearms Technolo lndustr Services Branch FflSB , which accompanied your 
submitted sample of one ~l!~l;ll!!IJ firearm, with attached SB 
Tactical SBA3 accessory. Specifically, you requested an examination and classification of this 
sample with regard to the amended Gun Control Act of 1968 (GCA) and the National Firearms 
Act (NFA). 

This letter is not a final classification letter and does not constitute final agency action. 
However, it represents our current analysis based on the information we have, and we offer this 
letter for your review in advance of issuing a final classification letter. If you have additional 
information you want to submit to ATF before it issues its final classification, you may send the 
information in writing within lO days from the date of this letter. You may also, within the l 0 
day period, requesl an in-person meeting to present this additional information provided Lhe 
meeting takes place within 10 days of the request. Please submit written comments or a request 
for an in-person meeting via email to fire_tech@atf.gov. If additional information is received, it 
will be included in the analysis when the final classification is sent to you. 

The objective design features of the firearm, as submitted, are consistent with weapons designed 
and intended to be fired from the shoulder. Therefore, because the submitted sample has a rifled 
bore, the submitted Ruger AR-type weapon with the attached SBA3 accessory - in the submitted 
configuration - is classified as a "riOe" as defined in the GCA. Additionally, because the barrel 
length of this firearm is under 16 inches, it is properly classified as a "short-barreled rifle" and 
a "firearm" as defined in the GCA and NFA, respectively. The following is our analysis for the 
classification of the subject firearm as submitted with the attached accessory. 

417 
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(b) (6) 311127 

As background, the National Firearms Act (NFA). 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a}, defines "firearm" to 
mean, in pan "a rifle lia,ing a barrel or barrels of less than 16 inches in length." 

Additionally, 27 CFR §§ 478.11, 479.11, regulations implementing the GCA and NFA, define 
"pistol'' as: ... a weapon origi11ally designed, made, and intended to.fire a projectile (bullet)from 
one or more barrels when held in one hand, and having (a) a clzamber(s) m, '111 integral part(s) 
of. or pemianently aligned with, the bore(s),· and (b) a short stock designed to be gripped by one 
hand cmd at ,111 angle to and extending below the line of the bore(.~). 

Background: 

On November 12, 2012 submitted the original sample (which would become 
the SB15) to the Firearms Technology Branch (FTB) (now the Firearms & Ammunition 

~Division) for classification (Attachment A). In the accompanying correspondence, 
~ated; "The brace is i11te11ded to assist those with limited slrengrh or mobility while 
shooting from the one-handed pistol precision .trance or one handed supported stance. " 
Therefore, in FfB letter 2013-0172, dated November 26, 2012 (Attachment B), FfB determined 
that when used in accordance to the slated intent, the S815 accessory did not change the 
classification of an AR-type pistol when installed. 

On August 14, 2015 legal representatioUiiUI~ submitted a Jetter 
requesting classification of an "adjustable pistol stabi 1zmg race Hae ment C). FfISB 

(b)(3)-(26 USC 6103) 

letter #303984, dated November 30, 2015 (Attachment D), stated that adjustability is a 
characteristic of rifleishotgun shoulder stocks, and such a device would likely result in the 
redesign of a pistol to a weapon intended to be fired from the shoulder. ATF provided that a 
physical sample be submitted and examined in order to make a formal determination." 

(b)(3)--(26 use 6103) 
t _ I ~ On December 2, 20l5~s November 

through their counsel,~representing • 
prototype of the "adjustable pistol stabilizer brace" attached to • • 

" )(3)-(26 USC 6103) 
• )(3)-(26 USC 6103) 

• f I 

ubmiued 

(Attachment E). The request staled ''tlrar r/re purposes of tlie c1djttstmem mechanism is 10 assist 
those with shorter arms and disabled individuals who require a shorter ann brace for shooting 
particular types of lia11dgm1s." FfISB letter #304296, dated December 22t 2015 (Attachment 

-

rmined that the ",■·. le pistol srabilfr.er brace" (which became the • • • 1 

did not change th istol classification when ~~,-~,.,,·,, to the manu ac urer s 
__________________ n=-te .... 1 .... 11. However, its ou a be noted, that the actual • ·houlder stock, on which 
the PSB accessory is based, was never submitted for comparison. 

Following these letters, FTISB received an increase in requests for clarification from the public 
regarding the use of "stabilizing brace" accessodes in order to fire pistols from the shoulder. lo 
January 2015, FATD issued the .. Open Letter on the Redesign of 'S1abilizing Braces"' 
(Attachment G), which stated: 

The pistol stabilizing brace was neither "designed" nor approved to be used c,s a 
shoulder stock. and therefore use as a shoulder stock constitllles a "redesign" of the 
device because tl possessor has clumged rhe very fimction of the item. Any individual 
letters stating otlzenvise are comrary to the plain language of the NFA, misapply Federal 
law, and are hereby revoked. 
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~ requested a "Reversal of ATF Open Letter on Jhe Redesign of 'Stabilizing Braff:ri.t, 
~o ATF Acting Director Thomas Brandon on January 5. 2017. In the re.c.ponse t
tmUJATF clarified its position that classifications of firearms with "stabilizing brace" 

accessories would be made based on the objective design features of that weapon. (Attachment 
H). 

The letter contained a paragraph that stated, "incidental, sporadic, or situational 'use' of an 
arm-brace (in its original approved con.figuration) equipped firearm from a.firing position at 
or ,rear the slio11lder" wollld not constitute a "redesig11" of Jl,e pistol into a rifle. SB Tactical 
proceeded to use that paragraph to market its products without acknowledging the context of the 
entire letter. SB Tactical began marketing its "stabilizing brace" accessories as a way to 
circumvent the NFA and "Stiff Ann The Establishment'' (SB Tactical's home webpage from 
approximately June 2017 to May 2019 - Attachment I). 

SB Tactical then proceeded to expand on the variation of accessories it offered, claiming they 
were all "stabilizing braces" and "ATF Compliant." Many of these "stabilizing brace'' 
accessories were clearly based upon known stock designs (often advertised as such) and may 
have been better suited lo serve as shouldering devices than "stabilizing braces." 

A F Compli ]n, 
r.-1 ,..w.!JP~t-i~"'PQ11JC~·;:-..J OQ1or.r.~ei<: ~r,..,!. ll~--~-o l 

, .--s.a1.>,9 ~ 10 ~ •= «».~ ..:i• lll!er ijv: l'."\l'll>loCIIIJII 
tit! btmr.ior s...;~t thn ltHUJrl'll ~, lFA tl)t"!IDI 

-- ........ , -

• I <b•Uttic~l.to!Tl 

Figure 1 - Statements made on SB Tactical Accessory Packaging 

1n July 2018 (FT[SB letter #308999, dated July 18, 2018 - Attachment J), SB Tactical was 
notified to cease advertising its products as "ATF CompUant" because the vast majority of SB 
Tactical's accessories were never submitted to FTISB for evaluation. The letter specifically 
noted the "stabilizing brace'' accessories SB Tactical submitted on a firearm for evaluation and 
those "stabilizing brace" accessories SB Tactical had not submitted on a firearm for 
classification. 

These are the SB Tactical braces submitted to ATF: 

• SB 15 {Original submission) • MPX PSB 

SB Tactical braces not submitted to ATF: 

•SBA3 •SBTSKA •SBPDW •SBTEVO •SOB 
• SBT805 •SBL •SBT •SBM4 • SBTSA 
• SBTI • SBL-Mini • VECTOR PSB • SBX-K • UZI PSB 
•SBV • TAC14-SBM4 • SBM47 •590-SBM4 •SOB47 
•TAC14-SBL •SBT5 • 590-SBL 
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Having not received any further submissions from SB Tactical, FfISB purchased several of the 
above mentioned accessories. In examining these purchased accessories, specifically the SBA3 
accessory, it became evident that the design of SB Tactical' s accessories were distinguishable 
from the original design and were becoming more useful as shouldering devices than actual 
"stabilizing braces. " 

As a result of FrlSB letter #308999, SB Tactical requested an in- rson meetin which was 
•1111•• 

(b) (6) 
ted on August 1, 2018. In this meeting. attended hY..Wl&liil and 
ATF informed SB Tactical to cease marketing the above mentioned, non-evaluated 

accessories as "ATF Complialll." A TF again offered SB Tactical the opportunity to submit a 
complete firearm, with an attached SB Tactical accessory for an official classification. 

Additionally~ade clear that, through outside channels, SB Tactical was made aware 
that the Firearms Technology Criminal Branch (FfCB) had received several firearms equipped 
with the SBTEVO and SBT805 accessories and had determined that each of those accessories 
redesigned their host firearms to be fired from the shoulder. (Evidence of SB Tactical's 
knowledge of these classifications resides in the "Brezee Chart '~provided A TF, 
whicll lists both the SBTEVO and SBA3 as "stocks" -Attachment K). Although SB Tactical 
had clear knowledge that these accessories did indeed change the classification of certain 
firearms when installed, SB Tactical continued to advertise them as "ATF Comp/iallt" and 
describe them as accessories that would not change the classification of firearms when installed 
{See Figure l ). 

In December 201 St FTCB examined its first fireann with the SBA3 accessory attached. This 
firearm was determine~--d to be fired from the shoulder and was classified as a 
"short-barreled rifle." ~~ and SB Tactical became aware of this classification through 
the legal defense of the defendant (as evidenced by the Attachment K - "Brace Chari") yet SB 
Tactical continued to advertise the SBA3 accessory as described above. In May 2019; SB 
Tactical, through its legal representation. informed ATF it has sold over 333,000 devices 
advertised as a "stabilizing brace." 

As a result of several criminal cases involving firearms with SB Tactical accessories attached, 
another in-person meeting was requested of then Acting A TF Director Thomas Brandon. ATP 
ace meeting on behalf of SB Tactical 
wa ia telephone. SB Tactical was 
again informed it needed to cease utilizing the phrase "ATF Compliant" to market accessories 
which were never submitted for evaluation. Further, SB Tactical was again informed that it 
would need to submit a complete firearm with an attached accessory for classification. 

On May 2. 20191 SB Tactical released the SBA4 accessory. Even though ATF had not evalualed 
a firearm with several of SB Tactical ··stabilizing braces" attached, including the SBA4, SB 
Tactical advenised theSBA4 and all other SB Tactical accessories as "BATFE Compliant" (see 
Figure 2 below). 
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ATF Compliant 

Like all SB Tactical Pistol Stabilizing 

Braces, the SBA4 is BATFE 

compliant, U.S. veteran designed, 

and proudly made in the USA. 

Learn More 

-5-
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Figure 2 - SB Tactical email release of the SBA4 accessory on May 2, 2019, stating "all SB 
Tactical Pistol Stabilizing Braces as BATFE compliant" 

In conclusion, while ATF does not regulate the sale of firearm accessories and does not classify 
accessories, an accessory when configured on a firearm may alter the classification of that 
firearm. This is because accessories serve specific functions and are therefore indicative of the 
how the firearm is intended to be fired. ATF informed SB Tactical dating back to August 1, 
2018. that SB Tactical accessories may alter the classification of a firearm and SB Tactical may 
submit any product for a firearms classification under the National Firearms Act or Gun Control 
Act. On May 8, 2019, ATF received multiple submissions from SB Tactical that included a 
firearm with SB Tactical accessories installed. 

Results of the FfISB examination of lhe submitted firearm, fully identified below, ls as follows: 

(b)(3)-(26 USC 6103) caliber firearm serial number ith attached 
SB Tactical SBA3 accessory 

As submitted, the firearm has the following attributes: 

• AR-type firearm. 
• Semiautomatic operation. 
• Utilizes a removable magazine. 
• 5.56x45mm (5.56 NATO) caliber. 
• Mil-Spec AR-type carbine receiver extension. 
• SB Tactical SBA3 "stabilizin·• accessory installed onto receiver extension. 
• Barrel length: approximately 1 ~ nches rifled bore. 
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• Overall length with accessory collapsed: approximatel-inches. 
• Overall length with accessory extended: approximate] • ~ nches. 

Further, FflSB found the following markings: 

Upper Assembly- {right side): 

Receiver- {right side): 

Receiver - {left side): 

In your correspondence, you inquire as to whether the submitted SB Tactical SBA3 accessory 
changes the classificat1on of a ·•pistol" when installed. The submitted firearm is an AR-type 
fireann which has never had a traditi01wl stock installed. This evaluation is to determine if the 
SB Tactical SBA3 accessory is designed to "stabilize'' one handed firing of a "pistol" or 
redesigns the firearm to be designed and i11te11ded to bejiredfrom the shoulder; thereby making 
a \'rifle.'' 

Classification: 

In determining whether a firearm is "intended" to be fired from the shoulder, ATF considers the 
weapon's objective design features and uses, as well as the manufacturer's stated intent But 
while FTISB considers a manufacturer'.s stated intent in classifying any product. j[ is nol 
re.quired to simply accept those statements when contradicted by objective evidence including 
the design of the item in question. See Sig-Sauer v. Brandon, 826 F.3d 598 (1st Cir. 2016). To 
rely exclusively on a manufacturer's assertion would permit manufacturers to market devices 
under their own classification, whether or not they may have a legitimate alternate use; simply by 
asserting that they are neither designed nor intended for any illicit use. Classifications based 
solely on the stated intent of the manufacturer would create an absurd result: Federal regulation 
of only those items the manufacturer wanted to market as such, leaving other items completely 
unregulated. 
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The objective design features considered to determine whether the weapon is designed, made and 
intended Lo be held and fired with one hand, with an attached "stabilizing brace" accessory or, 
alternatively. is a weapon intended to be fired from the shoulder include, but are not limited to: 

• The type and caliber of fireann to which the "stabilizing brace" accessory is installed; 
• The weight and length of the firearm used wilh the ''stabilizing brace;" 
• The "length of pull" when installed on a firearm. While 13-1/2 inches is an extreme limit 

indicator, it does not serve as a demarcation line; shoulder fired weapons may possess a 
"length of pull" as little as 7 inches (see Troy Tomahawk Short); 

• The attachment method of the "stabilizing brace" accessory, to include modified stock 
attachments, extended receiver extensions, and the use of spacers; 

• The objective design features of the attached "s,tahilizing brace" accessory, to include: 
o Function of the accessory when utilized as a "st(lbi/izing brace" compared to 

alternate use as a shouldering device; 
o Design of the "stabilizing brace" compared to known shoulder stock designs; 
o Rear contact surface area of the "stabilizing brace;" 
o Material used to make the accessory; 
o Shared or interchangeable parts with known shoulder stocks; 

• Appropriate aim point when utilizing the '':aabilizing brace" accessory, no upward or 
downward slant; 

• Presence of a secondary grip, demonstrating the weapon is not designed be held and fired 
by one hand; 

• Incorporation of sights/scopes that possess eye relief incompatible with one-handed 
firing; 

• Installation of other peripheral accessories, to include bipods/monopods, large capadty 
magazines/drums. etc. 

In addition to the objective design features of a submitted sample, FTISB also considers the 
marketing of both the accessory and the firearm to which it is assembled. compared to the 
manufacturer's stated intent when submitting an item. Ff ISB has found that manufacturers often 
assert that a device is a "st(lbi/izillg brace" when submitting a firearm for classification. The 
same manufacturers will then advertise their products as devices that permit customers to fire 
their "pistols" from the shoulder - that is. making a "short~barreled rifle" without complying 
with the requirements of the NFA. This is far from the ''incidental" use of an arm brace as a 
shouldering device, but is instead marketing material that directly contradicts the stated purpose 
submitted Lo ATF. FflSB also examines how the device is actually being utilized by members 
of the firearms Industry, Firearm Writers, and the general public. These sources provide insight 
into the ways that manufacturers market their products and whether it is actually useful in 
shouldering a particular firearm. 

As a concept. "stabilizing braces" are firearm accessories designed to assist those with limited 
strength and/or mobility due to a disability in the operation and ase of heavy handguns. The 
•·stabilizing brace'' aid~ the shooter in stabilizing the firearm for shooting with one hand. ATF 
has determined that such an accessory's only purpose is to assist in supporting firearms 
(generally pistols) which are large, heavy, and therefore more difficult to fire with one hand. 
A TF has found that such a firearm accessory is not for use with standard sized semiautomatic 
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pistols and revolvers as rhese pistols are generally small, lightweight, and therefore do not 
necessilale the use of a "stabilizing brace.'' "Stabilizing braces" may function to assist injured 
veterans and others fire large, heavy handguns, but the presence of such a device is not 
determinative as to the classification of that weapon. Based on the objeclive design 
characreristics of the firearm, including attachment of a "stabilizing brace," use of this device in 
the assembly of a firearm can result in the redesign of that firearm or pistol into a "short
barreled rine" or "short-barreled shotgun" because such firearm is redesigned such that it is 
intended to be fired from the shoulder. 

Submitted sample general characteristics: 

The submitted sample is a 5.56 NATO caliber, AR-type firearm, weighing appro-·. ely 5-1/2 
pounds (without SBA3 accessory), and having an overall length of approximate! • ches. As 
such. the firearm is generally recognized as both larger and heavfor than standar size 
handguns, validating the use of a 0 stabilizing brace" accessory to assist with one handed firing. 

Submitted sample "length of pull": 

As stated above, one indicator Fl'ISB utilizes when determining the classification of a firearm 
equipped with a "stabilizing brace" accessory is "length of pulJ." The "length of pull" is 
measured from the center of the trigger to the center of the rear of the "stabilizing brace." By 
analyzing a number of rifles and shotguns, FfISB determined the average ••1ength of pull'' in 
various rifles and shotguns is between 13-1/2 and 14-1/2 inches. This is consistent with the 
"NRA Fireahns Sourcebook.'' which provides that the average length of pull found on shoulder
fired weapons is approximately 13-1/2 to 14-1/2 inches. Although many common ri·tles and 
shotguns arc equipped with shouldering~devices that result in shorter length of pulJ 
measurements (AK-types usually have a 12-1/2 to 13-1/2 inch length of pull), FfISB considers a 
"length of pull" over I 3-1/2 inches to be a strong indicator that the firearm is designed to be fired 
from the shoulder. 

Measuring the distance between the center of the trigger of the AR-type firearm and the center of 
the SBA3 accessory rear surface, the submitted fireann has a length of pull of approximately 12-
1/2 inches when fully extended (see photograph below). 

ches when f 
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However, "length of pull" alone is not determinative of whether that firearm is designed to 
be fired from the shoulder. FTISB considers all objective design features previously discussed 
in classifying firearms. 

Further. the submitted sample has a "length of pull0 consistent with AR-type rifles. A 
photographic comparison of .. length of pull" found on AR-type firearms is provided below. 
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Therefore, wh~ength of pull" on the su-irearm with attached SBA3 accessory of 
approximatel~nches is shorter than th • ~ nch extreme limit indicator, it is in line 
with common AR-type rilles. 

Submitted sample attachment method: 

The submitted firearm incorporates a Mil-Spec carbine receiver extension (commonly referred to 
as a "buffer tube"). Mil-Spec carbine receiver extensions are commonly utilized to facilitate the 
attachment of a collapsible shoulder stock. Mil-Spec carbine receiver extensions allow 
horizontal adjustment of shoulder stocks, allowing the shoulder stock to lock into position in 
order to absorb recoil during firing. Mil-Spec carbine receiver extensions are not commonly 
utilized in the attachment of "stabiliz.i11g brace" accessories, which being intended to "stabilize" 
the firing of a "pistol," generally use round pistol receiver extensions (photograph comparison 
below). 

Submitted Sample with Mil-Spee Receiver Extension (top) compared to Sample Round 
Pistol Receiver Extension (bottom) 

Submitted Sample with Mil-Spec Receiver Extension (top) compared to Sample Round 
Pistol Receiver Extension (bottom) 
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The attachment method of a "stabilizing brace" accessory is a key factor in determining the true 
intent of an installed device. The original submission, the SB Tactical SB 15 "stabilizing brace" 
accessory, is inherently adjustable when installed onto a standard AR-type pistol receiver 
excension. The "stabilizing brace" slides freely- without locking into any position - and can be 
pushed forward or pulled rearward to adjust to the shooters need while maintaining vertical 
support and pressure on the receiver extension. This vertical support allows the "stabilizing 
brace" accessory to function according to the manufacturer's stated intent, providing stability to 
the firearm. By contrast, if a shooter places pressure on the rear of the firearm by firing the 
firearm from the shooter's shoulder, the SB Tactical S815 would collapse toward the front of the 
receiver extension. As a result, the length of pull is diminished to the point where firing the 
firearm from the shoulder is impracticable. 

SB Tactical SBtS "stabilizing brace" provides vertical support 

Vertical 
Movement 

SB Tactical SBA3 accessory when utilized as a "stabilizing brace" provides vertical support 
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In stark contrast, the use of a Mil-Spec carbine receiver extension provides horizontal support, 
preventing the SBA3 accessory from sliding forward when extended. This feature is common 
with adjustable shoulder stocks, and serves no function in supporting the SBA3 accessory for use 
as a "stabilizing brace." The horizoncaJ support is a design feature which locks a firearm stock 
in place to allow an individual to place pressure on the rear of the accessory when firing the 
weapon. Therefore, the use of the Mil-Spec carbine receiver extension to attach the SBA3 
accessory is further supportive evidence that the submitted firearm is designed and intended to be 
fired from the shoulder. 

The use of the Mil-Spec carbine receiver extension on the submitted firearm provides 
horizontal support for use as a shouldering device 

Submitted sample SBA3 accessory objective design features: 

Attached to the Mil-Spec carbine receiver extension on the AR-type firearm submitted is the 
SBA3 accessory. marketed as an uATF compliant" "stabilizing brace." The SBA3 accessory is 
marketed as a device which when attached: "dramatically improves the perfon11a11ce of PDW 
[personal defense weapon] pistols ... by adding a third point of contact." This information is 
included on the SBA3 accessory box and the SB Tactical website. 

• -'f F :cm;,Ll,,t us ne.-10 ::ra.gn,, •• .,ct Qr.JUa.-Y ma:11 htn1 cs• 

r • ~:sut1 ,ntlUl!t a,acr. tr-1t·1:tt:.c1r~ nt , .. ~,,,,, hltn$ ;.n. a,t.,ttlbt! "1'0 

SB Tactical's SBA3 accessory webpage advertising it as "ATF compliant" 
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SB Tactical's SBA3 accessory packaging 

In your correspondence, you state that there are two firing techniques for using the SBA3 
accessory to stabilize a ••pistol." You state: "The first is where the forearm is inserted through 
the flaps a11d the second is where the foreami is secured lo the outside of the flaps, similar to the 
'Shochvave' design." 

Submitted firearm with SBA3 accessory in the collapsed position, used in accordance with 
the manufacturer's stated intent to "stabilize" the firearm. 

Submitted firearm with SBA3 accessory in the extended position, used in accordance with 
the manufacturer's stated intent to "stabilize" the firearm. 
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When comparing the SBA3 accessory to the original SB 15 "stabilizing brace" accessory. the 
bifurcated (split) rubber flaps which wmp around a shooter's arm have been greatly reduced in 
size. This results in the flaps on the SBA3 accessory being nearly ineffective in wrapping 
around a shooter's arm. In addition to the other design features discussed, the lack of material to 
wrap around a shooter's arm is indicative that an AR-type firearm configured with the SBA3 
accessory is designed and intended to be fired from the shoulder. rather than with one hand. 

SBA3 accessory (left) compared to original submitted S815 accessory (right), arm naps 
highlighted in red. 

SBA3 accessory (left) compared to original submitted SB15 accessory (right), arm naps 
highlighted in red. 
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The flaps on the SBA3 accessory (left) wrap around only a small portion of the shooter's 
arm, while the SBIS accessory (right) wraps almost completely around a shooter's arm, 

providing support and comfort for use as a "stabilizing brace." 

SBIS accessory wraps almost completely around a shooter's arm 

- - - - - -- -

8815 accessory wraps almost completely around a shooter's arm 
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The flaps on the SBA3 accessory when 
device is collapsed provide limited coverage 

of shooter's arm. 

The flaps on the SBA3 accessory when 
device is collapsed provide limited coverage 

of shooter's arm. 

The Raes on the SBA3 accessory when 
device is extended provide a greatly 

reduced amount of coverage of shooter's 
arm, makine it far less effective at 

providing "stabilizing" support. 

The flaps on the SBA3 accessory when 
device is extended provide a greatly 
reduced amount of coverage of shooter's 
arm, making it far less effective at 
providing "stabilizing" support. 

In your correspondence, you provide that a "second method" for utilizing the SBA3 accessory as 
a "stabilizing brace" is to place the shooter's arm outside of the brace and utilize the Velcro 
strap to provide stability. This is not covered in SB Tactical's patent (US Utility Patent 
#US8869444B2), nor the stated intent of the original submitted SB 15 accessory. FTJSB found 
the objective design characteristics provide no support that the SBA3 accessory was designed to 
be utilized in this manner. Further, FTISB found that the "second method" could only be 
attempted on the left arm, as the attachment of the Velcro strap did not provide the ability to 
wrap the shooter's right arm to the outside of the accessory. 
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FTISB attempted to utilize the SBA3 accessory in accordance with the "second method" 
and found objective design features of the accessory did not support the manufacturer's 

stated intent. 

Your correspondence explains that the SBA3 accessory can be utilized as a "stabilizing brace" 
in a manner similar to that of a competitor's product known as the "Slwckwave Blade." 
However, these are two completely different accessory designs. The "Slwckwave Blade" and 
similar accessories utilize a very thin "fin" providing minimal rear surface which discourages 
misuse as a shoulder stock. The SBA3 accessory nears no resemblance to common "fin-type'' 
accessories (photograph comparison below). 

Rear view of the SBA3 accessory (left) compared to "Slzockwave Blade" (right), showing 
minimum amount of rear surface area on "fin"-type accessories 

Therefore. FTISB finds the "second method" to use the SBA3 accessory as a "stabilizing brace" 
to fire the firearm with one hand is not clear from the design. Simply wrapping a Velcro strap 
around a shoulder stock or modified shoulder stock does not create a "s1abilizing brace" and 
preclude a weapon from being designed and intended to be fired from the shoulder. 

Further, SB Tactical states on the box of the SBA3 accessory: "dramatically improves the 
perfommnce of PDW [personal defense weapon] pistols ... by adding a tl,ird point of contact." 
A "third point of contact" is not consistent with the original stated intent of SB Tactical's 
"stabilizing brace" accessories. which you state as: "The brace is illlended to assist those with 
limited strength or mobility while shooting from the one-handed pistol precision stance or one 
handed supported sta11ce." A third point of contact is consistent with firing a weapon from the 
shoulder (photographs below, and further demonstrated in photographs on Page 24). 
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Submitted sample utilizing two points of contact 

Submitted sample utilizing tltree points of contact 

The SBA3 accessory also incorporates several design features common to shoulder stocks that 
install onto AR-type carbine receiver extensions, which indicate that this firearm is intended to 
be fired from the shoulder. For example, the SBA3 accessory features a lever (common to 
essentiaJly all telescoping/collapsible shoulder stocks) for adjustment along the AR-type Mil· 
Spec carbine receiver extension (discussed above). The SBA3 accessory also incorporates a QD 
(quick detach) socket, for the attachment of a sling. While QD sockets are increasingly common 
on shoulder stocks, such as the below pictured Magpul CTR, Hogue. IMI Delta, and Valken ATS 
shoulder stocks, they are not generally featured on accessories designed to be used as 
"stabilizing braces. " 

Design features of the SBA3 accessory as provided on packaging. 
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Pla,1,c-1~ J>e Po)yn1er ~l.otcnal 

Rubl~My~ Pol\·rucr '.>tn1em1I 

Side view of the SBA3 accessory highlighting design features. 

The upper portion of the SBA3 accessory is made of a hard polymer/plastic material, similar to 
common shoulder stocks. The bottom of the accessory is made of a hardened rubber material, 
and "bifurcated arm flaps made of thermoplastic elastomer." These bifurcated (split) ann flaps 
are greatly reduced in size (discussed and pictured above) from the originally submitted SBI5 
accessory. The SBA3 accessory also incorporates a Velcro strap for vertical support when firing 
the firearm with one hand. 

---- PJ;istu:-type Polymer 

---- Hnrdened Rulll>er-type Pol) nter 

---- B1furcatedAm1 flnp 

Rear view of the SBA3 accessory highlighting design features. 

In contrast to the original submitted SB IS accessory, which was purposely designed to serve as a 
"stabilizing brace, " the SBA3 accessory. by all outward appearances. is a shoulder stock which 
has been modified (see photographs below). 
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Left picture: Original submitted SB1S accessory (top) compared to the submitted SBA3 
accessory (bottom) Right Picture: SBAJ accessory {left) compared to common M4-type 

stock fright) 

MagPul CTR Stock {left}/ Hogue Stock (right) 

IMl Delta Stock (left}/ Valken ATS Stock (right) 

Further, the attached SBA3 accessory, while split at the bottom, provides an ample amount of 
rear shouldering surface area, similar to known shoulder stock designs (photographs above). 
Additionally, the submitted sample lacks any features that would prevent its misuse as a 
shouldering device. 
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Rear view of the SBA3 accessory showing ample amount of hardened shouldering surface 
and no features precluding use as a shouldering device. 

Rear view of the SBA3 accessory (left) compared to common AR-type adiustable shoulder 
stock (right). showing similar amount of rear surface area 

SBAJ accessory is fully functional as a shoulder stock, lacking any features to prevent 
misuse as such. 
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A critical element in SB Tactical's accessories, which supports the manufacturer's stated intent 
of use as a "stabilizing brace" is the Velcro strap. The Velcro strap, in conjunction with the 
bifurcated rubber flaps, wrap around a shooter's arm in order to "stabilize" a heavy firearm. 
FrISB noticed the strap on the SBA3 accessory attached to the submitted firearm is longer than 
on every previously examined SBA3 accessory. 

Velcro strap on the submitted sample {left) compared to two current FTISB submissions 
{center two) and FflSB commercially purchased sample (right). 

markete 

FrISB dete~ that the Velcro strap on the submitted sample has been extended 
approximatel-ches, compared to all other SBA3 accessories examined by either FfISB or 
FfCB. Therefore, the submitted SBA3 accessory is inconsistent with SBA3 accessories that 
have been previously marketed and sold. Previously examined SBA3 accessories, incorporating 
the shorter Velcro straps were found incapable of wrapping around the shooter's arm, especiaJJy 
when the SBA3 accessory was in the extended position. Without the ability of the Velcro strap 
to wrap around a shooter's ann, these SBA3 accessories do not function as "stabilizing braces" 
in accordance to the manufacturer's staled intent or US Utility Patent #US8869444B2. 

Submitted sample peripheral accessories: 

Examining the sights on the submitted sample, fTISB was able to determine they facilitate 
aiming the submitted firearm. when the weapon is held and fired with one hand, or if the weapon 
is shouldered. When the rear sight is in the night sight position, it can be used with the weapon 
extended and tired with one hand. When the weapon is fired from the shoulder, the rear sight 
can be utilized in either the night sight or day sight position for more accurate aimed shots. It 
should be noted, the day sight cannot be effectively utilized when the weapon is held and fired 
with one hand. 
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Front sight (left), Rear sight in "night" position (center) and Rear sight in "day" position 
{right). 

The submitted sample is devoid of any additional peripheral accessories which could provide 
objective evidence that a firearm is designed to be fired from the shoulder. Accessories such as 
secondary grips, sights/scopes with limited eye relief, bipods/monopods, large capacity 
magazines/drums, etc., could change a firearm's classification when evaluated as a whole 
weapon. 

Marketing and utilization of firearms with the SBA3 accessory: 

Finally, as mentioned above, after lhe release of the clarification Jetter sent t~ 

in which he requested a reversal on ATF's Open Letter, SB Tactical has proc~ 
products as a way to avoid NFA controls and "Stiff Ann the Es1ablis/rme11t." While such 
advertising is not prohibited, such statements can provide insight in to SB Tactical's intent in 
designing products. No prohibition exists on possessing pistols with arm braces, but one must 
register and pay a $200 tax to possess a short-barreled rifle. Marketing such as the above is 
evidence that SB Tactical intends customers use its product to possess a short-barreled rifle 
without the necessity of registering or paying the requisite tax. 

STIFF·ARM THE ESTABLISHMENT 
".;J!_.,A, --~f'l.,._'1 .... l:t,f_t_.,.f\ ..... .,,,..,O~l .. l>-q,,M1~11'f'tt~ ...,._ 

...................... 1111,U.,..,_..,,. ....... , •• _,.,,. ..... _...,.._ .. .,__ 

SB Tatical's Homepage from June 2017 to May 2019 (background picture changed, but 
Stiff Ann the Establisl,me11t appeared during that entire timeframe) 

SB Tactical's marketing strategy of its accessories as replacement shoulder stocks is apparent 
with firearms supplied by its business partners to firearm writers for review (photographs below). 
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Firearms write 
News, September ssue 18) to fire a Patriot Ordnance Factory (POF) "Revolution," 
7 .62 NATO caliber firearm with long- distance scope - Note this firearm is being sold as a 

"pistol" while clearly designed and intended to be a "rifle" 

Guns & Ammo {September 2019, page 36} covering the Bravo Company Manufacturing 
(BCM) Recce-11 MCMR 5.56 NATO caliber firearm with long-distance scope-Note this 

firearm is being sold as a ''pistol" while clearlv designed and intended to be a "rifle" 

RECOIL magazine/website showing the SBA3 accessory utilized as a shoulder stock on 
multiple weapon platforms 
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KING OF THE COMPACT 
HAMMERS 
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llll,1tllldtW,l ........ 120t,,i-. .. ....,h 
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Alexander Arms advertisement for Highlander "Pistol" with attached SBA3 "stock" 
(advertisement ran in Guns & Ammo June/July 2019) 

men 

Black Aces Tactical webpage advertising the SBA3 accessory as a "stock" 

CMMG 

RipBrac:e 
1he Rl,.ra.c• «.Mwet CMMG .. JA$JU,(J( 
,,--., ~ ...... -. .. ,mpiypuU 
auAfll 11.-di • --••nd UM 1,,-e,c• .rilho•& 
Sl"HI~ a nlHN 1.,.. ., Mton lli• mou 
ldiJYIWClitC AR tm'I ~ ""'"°"' TiiJ. 
h.tt.&ntd.,..,,_ttlt Is aone..of•••Uld ltll&.Wt 
chMmtk••11MIUplra",w10,,liffwilct.ac•rw 
tfft.t.llpl1toldotljOlltdfo,_lldol1•11. 

Tbt,J,......ti hU pcnor'W,C 

M'!WW tfw ttod( ti 

pot)OOll!Udtelfflt, 

ncwl.laaaptkftll) ..... 

Small Arms Review magazine of the "RipBrace" version of the SBA3 accessory, advertising 
the ability to quickly extend the "stock." 
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Conclusion: 

Be advised that jusl because an item might be used as a "stabilizing brace" when attached to a 
firearm, such incidental use is not proof that it is not intended to be fired from the shoulder. A 
"rifle" would not lose such classification simply because a shooter uses the stock to brace the 
firearm against his forearm, and fires the rifle with one hand. FfISB has previously determined 
that a firearm with a modified shoulder stock attached as a "swbilizing brace" is still "intended" 
to be fired from the shoulder. The design of a "stabilizing brace" musr be new and unique, 
because a modified stock is evidence that the firearm is actually intended to be fired from the 
shoulder and is meant merely to avoid NFA controls. 

The submitted firearm incorporates the. following objective design features: 

• The firearm is large and heavy, warranting the use of a "stabilizing brace" accessory; 
• The assembled firearm can be fired with one hand, utilizing the SBA3 accessory for 

stabilizing support, however this stabilizing support is reduced compared to the 
previously submitted SB 15 "stabilizing brace'' ace~ 

• Th. e-· :.i as u ''J~ng~h ~f ~ull" ~f approx.imatel~nches, which while shorter 
than • ches, 1s still m hne with common AR-type shoulder-fired weapons; 

• The firearm incorporates an adjustable SBA3 accessory installed onto a standard AR-type 
Mil-Spec carbine (rifle) receiver extension, which provides horizontal support for 
shouldering: 

• The firearm incorporates a SBA3 accessory which is more similar to the design of a 
Lraditional shoulder stock than the previously submitted SB 15 "swbi/izing bmc:e'' 
accessory; 

• Unlike the original SB15 accessory, the bifurcated flaps on the SBA3 accessory are 
reduced to a size that they no longer wrap around a shooter's ann, making the SBA3 far 
less effective at providing "stabilizing" support; 

• The firearm incorporates a SBA3 accessory which incorporates ample rear surface area 
and is fully functional as a shouldering device; 

• The SBA3 accessory has an extended Velcro strap inconsistent with other SBA3 
accessories FflSB and FfCB have examined, which were found to be incapable of 
wrapping around the shooter's arm; 

• The firearm incorporates "flip-up" sights which are more effective when the weapon is 
fired from the shoulder; 

• The submitted firearm with attached SBA3 accessory is consistent with firearms SB 
Tactical and its business partners have marketed as a way to avoid NFA registration and 
"Stiff Anu the Establishment;" 

• Manufacturers often refer to the SBA3 accessory as a "stock" demonstrating intent to 
build "short .. barreled rifles'' while avoiding NF A control.s. 

The FTJSB evaluation of alt objective design features of the submitted firearm, to include: the 
similarity of the SBA3 accessory to known shoulder stocks in form and function; rear hardened 
surface area of the SBA3 accessory; utilization of standard AR~type Mil-Spec carbine receiver 
extension; and a "length of pull'' useful for shouldering the firearm; combine to provide objective 
design features consistent with weapons designed and intended to be fired from the shoulder. 
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Therefore, because the submitted sample has a rifled bore, the submitte weapon 
(bl(3H26 use 6103) 

I 

with the attached SBA3 accessory - in the submitted configuration - is therefore classified as a 
"rifte'' as defined in the GCA. Additionally, because the barrel length of this firearm is under 16 
inches, it is properly classified as a "short-barreled rifle" and a .. firearm" as defined in the 
GCA and NFA, respectively. 

Further. ATF does not regulate the manufacture, sale or possession of firearm accessories. such 
as stocks, secondary grips, or "stabilizing brace" accessories. While these items are unregulated 
on their own, attachment of these items could change the classification of the firearm to which 
they are attached. As such, the SBA3 accessory is an unregulated product in and of itself. 
However, as demonstrated above, the SBA3 accessory can redesign a weapon lo be fired from 
the shoulder, and its auachment to a firearm with a rifled barrel of less than 16 inches or a 
smoothhore barrel of less than 18 inches could result in the making of an NFA "firearm." 

FTISB would like to reiterate that this analysis for the classification of the firearm/accessory 
configuration is based on the sample as submitted. In making its findings, FT/SB lras taken i1110 

c:011siderario11 the i11formario11 you provided about the product bi rhe pre-submission meetings 
that you par(icipaled in wi(h ATF. As noted above, if you have additional information you want 
to submit to A TF before it issues its final classification, you may send the information in writing 
within 10 days from the date of this letter. You may also, within the IO day period. request an 
in-person meeting to present this additional information provided the meeting takes place within 
lO days of the request. Please submit written comments or a request for an in-person meeting via 
email to fire_tech@atf.gov. If additional information is received, it will be included in the 
analysis when the final classification is sent to you, 

Please note however, because the firearm in question was manufactured as a .. short-barreled 
rifle," and therefore a "rifle," it can never be reconfigured as a "pistol." Absent a shoulder stock 
or other shouldering device, the firearm would remain a ''weapon made from a rifle" and an 
NFA "firearm" under26 U.S.C. § 5845(a)(4). The only option to remove such a firearm from 
the purview of the NFA, would be to both install a barrel of al least 16 inches and ensure the 
overall length is at least 26 inches. 

We should remind you that tbe information found in correspondence from FfISB is intended 
only for use by the addressed individual or company with regard to a specific scenario(s) or 
item(s) described within that correspondence. 

We thank you for your inquiry and trust the foregoing has been responsive. 

Sincerely yours, 

~,L;;A 
Michael R. Curlis 

Chief, Firearms Technology Industry Services Branch 
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Attn: Mr. John Spencer, Chief, Firearms Techno!oSY Branch 

Firearms Technology Branch (FTB} 
Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms 

244 Needy Rd. 

Martinsburg West Virginia 

25405 

Forearm Brace Directions: 

The Forearm Brace Slips onto any ARlS Pistol Buffer tube with a 1.1" diameter. 

Note: To snugly fit the brace, the use of some black tape may be required. 

1. To.correctly mount the_Brace; 

Thursday, November B, 2012 

Push the brace firmly through the buffer tube until the tube projects from the rear of the brace. 

D 
c::::::::,.-=-,. 

....., 
I. ] 

2. To correctly use the brace; 

Slide your hand and forearm in between the bisected sides of the brace as if It were a glove, then use the Velcro straps to 
tighten comfortably around the forearm. Note: J n order to correctly tighten the Velcro straps, the buckle of the straps 

should be as close to the hole on the right side (ejection port side) of the brace as possible, and the Velcro should be 
threaded with the Velcro side up from right side of brace to left side, then looped underneath and back through the buckle 
to tighten. 

The Brace Is Intended to assist those with limited strength or mobllity while shooting from the one-handed pistol precision stance or 
one handed supported stance. Keeping that in mind, the Straps should be fitted tightly enough so as to distribute the forward 
weight of the pistol away from the wrist and towards the forearm. 

NST~l~ffll..1~~ 

5130v.tlatliR llllllffl!;S-Jltt~tlff~ S08 

TEI.: 

{7.2.7}6179809 

EMAIL 
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Attn: Mr. John Spencer, Chief, Firearms Technology Branch 

Firearms Technology Sral"!ch (FTB) 

Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms 

244 Needy Rd, 

Martinsburg West Virginia 

25405 

Packing List: 

rhursday, November 8, 2012 

l, One Alrsoft AR1S PtstoL We have sent the A.irsoft version to minimalize cost. Please, remember that the actual AR15 

pistol version with 105 inch barrel weighs considerably more. 

]. Two Rubber Forearm Brace's. 

:?. One orlg/nal ArlS buffer tube. The tube was removed from an Olympic Arms 1<23 Pistol and the foream'I brace has 

been mounted. I have sent the orlglnal buffer tube so that It can be used to better evaluate my product. 

Four Velcro straps 

TEt; £MAIL 

rJST Global U.C FFL#'l•S!l•l09-0ll-4J.l4D32 

SlllO Venetian Blvd NI:, Saint Pebars&urr Flcrlda 33703 
(b)(6) 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Bureau of Alcohol1 Tobacco. 
Fireonns and Explosives 

NOV 2 6 2012 

,o3o!t>-• 
3311/2 

This refers to your recent cotTespondence 11.11d accompanying sample sent to the Fircanns 
Technology Brnnch (FTB), Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Fireanns and Explosives (A TF), for 
evaluation. You are asking if the addition of this sample, a buffer tube foreann brace, would 
convert a firearm in a manner that would cause it to be dB!lsified as a "rine" and thus a "fireann" 
regulated by the National Firea.rms Act (NF'A), specifically, 26 U.S.C. § S84S(a). 

The .FTB evaluation revealed that the submitted device is constructed of a foam-type rubber 
(similar to that used in develo,,ing prosthetic devices) nnd two Velcro strep,. The device (see 
enclosed photos) is molded to a pistol style buff er tube for an AR-type firearm, and is ,hapcd to 
fonn nn upside down "U" 

A shooter would im1cr1 his or her (orconn into the device while gripping the pistol's h1111dgrip
thcn tighten the V clcro strnps for addidon11l support and retention. Thus contigwc:d, the: device 
provides the shooter with odditional support of a firearni while it is still held and operated with 
one hand. We find that the device is not designed or intended to fire a weapon from the 
shoulder. 

Based on our evaluation, FTB finds that the submined foreann brace, when attached to a firearm, 
does not convert that weapon to be fired from the shoulder and would not alter the classification 
ofa pistol or other firearm. While a fireann so equipped would still be regulated by the Gun 
Control Act. l8 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(3), such a firearm would not be subject to NFA controls. 

To facilitate the return of your submitted sample, please arrange for return shipping. This may 
be done via a UPS "cal-tag" pick-up or simply by U!lng a return shipping label from the U.S. 
Postal Service or any common canier. Jf you wish to 11ccomplish return via "call-tag,11 please 
give Fm prior notice so the item can be readied for shipping since UPS will only make three 
pick-up attempts. 
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We thank you for your inquiry and trust the foregoing is re!!ponsive. 

Enclosure 

Sincerely yours, 

ohn R. Spencer 
Chic, F' eanns Technology Branch 

I.. 
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MAIU< SARNES• 
CHIUSTOT'HER THO:-.-IAS 
JOA.\l'NA C. Ln\VJS" 
MICHAEL MUCETTI:.'' 

• Ahn Admlunl '" A11tona and Aluu 
• /i!Jo Adrnltml I• Alltocla 

August 14. 2015 

BY ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION 

TO: MAX KINGERY 
CHIEF 
FIREARMS TECHNOLOGY DIVISION 

llEATHER. l-lAMILTON .. 

o, CIIIINl~.I. 

•• Alta Mmlnnl In Maryland 
ti Only hdnuunl In \~rr,lnb 
.. Only Admlmd 1ft M117Wld 

BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Retractable Pistol Stabilizing Braces. 

The purpose of this memorandum is to request a determination from the Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (hATF"), as to whether the attachment of n 
retractable stabilizing brace to n pistol with a barrel length under 16 inches, constitutes 
the making of a "firearm" pursuant to 26 U.S.C. § 5845 of the National Firearms Act 
("NFA "). 

26 U.S.C. § 5845(a) defines "firerum" as "a rifle having a barrel or barrels of less 
than 16 inches in length," Thnt section defines both "rjfle .. and ••shotgun" as "11 weapon 
designed or redesigned, made or remade, and intended to he fired from the shot1lder . ... " 
(Emphnsis added). Thc1efore. when a shoulder stock is attached to a pistol with a barrel 
of 11!5s than 16 inches in length. it constitutes the making of an NFA weapon. As detailed 
below. A TF has concluded that the simple act of adding a stabilizing brace to a pistol 
docs not create an NF A weapon. 

I. Description of Stabilizing Brace Mechanism 

The actual brace at issue here is the standard stabilizing brace that bas been 
considered by FTD to not constitute 11 rifle stock when used as intended. It consists of 
two rubber fins that wrap around the foreann and are secured with Velcro straps. 
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Memorandum to Mr. Kingery Pngc2 

In light of the variations in the size/length of shooters' forearms, a new pistol 
stnbilizing bmce mechnnism that would allow the user lo retract the brace forward or 
backward, depending on the length of the user's forearm, in order maintain better balance 
and control of the pistol when firing has been developed. The mechanism would consist 
of two telescoping tubes or rods tbat affix to both sides of the pistol receiver and run 
parallel to the barrel. (See schematic attached hereto ns Exhibit A). The stabilizing 
brace would attach to one end of the tubes, thereby allowing it to telescope forward or 
bnckword, depending on the user's preference . See Exhibit A. 

II. Legal Analysis 

We are aware of A TF's position "that attaching the brace to a firearm does not alter 
the classification of the firearm or subject the firearm to National Fireanns Act (NFA) 
control. " 1• Additionally, in this same letter, A TF went on to articulate that when "the 
(stabilizing brace] is redesigned for use us n shoulder stock on a handgun with a rifled 
barrel under J 6 inches in length, the fireann is properly cla.ssified as a fireann under the 
NFA." Id. Thus, we reiterate that the stabilizing brace at issue in this memorandum is not 
intended, nor designed to be used as a stock, but rather. is intended and designed to assist 
users in firing n pistol with the use of n single hand. 

With thnt said, we recognize that cennin items attached to the rear of a pistol receiver 
can constitute the making of a Short Barreled Rifle ("SBR") "firearm" under the NFA, 
even if not designed or intended to be used a shoulder stock. Accordingly, the attachment 
of such n mechanism must serve "a legitimate, vital function in the operation of the 
weapon system" for it not be considered a shoulder stock.2 For example, ATF has 
detennined that when a buffer tube is added to an AR•style pistol, its classification as a 
pistol would not be altered in thnt the buffer tube serves a legitimate and vital function by 
allowing the bolt carrier to recoil into the tube. Alternatively, the same buffer tube 
mechanism, when nffixed to an AK•lypc pistol would not serve a legitimate, vital 
function to the operation of the weapon since the AK•type pistol uses a gas piston. Thus, 
the attachment of such a mechanism. when "not functionally required in the operation on 
a firearm," would constitute the making of an SBR.3 

However, A Tf has gone on to say that even when not serving a legitimate or vital 
function to the internal mechanism of the firearm, the addition of a receiver extension or 
buffer tube will not result in the manufacturing of an SBR when used to "facilitate the 
attachment of a ... stabilizing brace accessory.'"1 

1 ATF Open Letter dated January 16, 2015 Attachment 8 
? ATF Letter, Feb. I 1, 2015. 90701 O:EEE 3311/302736 Attachment C 
l I\TF Letter, Nov. 10, 2014. 903050:MMK 3311/2013-0172 Attochment D 
~ A TF Letter, Feb. 11, 2015. 9070 I O:EEE 33 l I /302736 



Ml?morandum to Mr. Kin~ery Page3 

III. Conclusion 

In light of the above-mentioned A TF lener rulings, it is clear that the addition of the 
retractable stabilizing brace to a pistol would not constitute the making an NF A weapon, 
provided it is used as intended. Here, the telescoping rods affixed to both sides the pistol 
receiver are strictly used to "facilitate the attachment of a stabilizing brace."5 ATF has 
confinned ''thm if used ns designed-to assist shooters in stabilizing a handgun while 
shooting with a single bond-the device is not considered a shoulder stock and therefore 
may be attached to a handgun without making a NFA fireann."6 Moreover, the 
mechanism's ubility to retract the rubber brace does not niter its utility as a device 
designed and intended to assist users in the shooting of long barreled pistols with a single 
hand. Rather, the retractability allows users of different ann lengths to adjust the position 
on theirforeonn to wear the brace. 

Additionally, we wish to point out that the adjustment mechanism is an advantage for 
some disabled individuals who positively need an rum brace for shooting particular types 
of handguns. While medicnl advances in prosthesis devices has been remarkable in 
creating more comfortoble devices, there is a need for nrm braces to be adjustable for 
these shooters so that the arm brace attaches in a manner and length that gives the 
grentest comfort for those using n prosthesis. 

(b) (6) 

1 A TF Letter, Feb. 11, 2015, 9070 I 0:13EE 33 I I /302736 
'' A'l'F Open lcuer dated January I 6, 20 I 5 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Bureau of AJcohol, Tobacco, 
Fireanns and Explosives 

Firenmrs Technology Industry Senrices Branch 

Dea (b) (6) 

WW\V Olfgl)v 

NOV 3 0 2015 
90701~,u 
3311/303984 

This refers to your correspondence, including diagrams, to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 
Fireanns and Explosives (ATF), Flrenmis Technology Industry Services Branch (FTISB), 
pertaining to a "Retractable Pistol Stabilizing Brace". Specifically, you asked whether the 
subject device could be lnwfully installed on n handgun. 

As you may be awnrc, t11e amended Gun Control Act of 1968 (GCA), 18 U.S.C. § 92l(n)(3), 
defines the term «fireann" to include; any weapou (i11cludi11g a stal'/cr gun) wlriclr wj/( or ls 
desigi,etl 10 or may be readi(,, converted to expel a ptajectile by tire action of a11 

explosive ... [ nnd] ... tl,e frame or receivei· of any s1,ch wenpo,, .... 

AJso, with respect to the definitions of "handgun" and "pistol" under Federal statutes and 
regulations, you mny be aware that the GCA, 18 U .S.C. § 921 (a)(29). defines "handgun" to 
mean, in pnrt ... a firearm whicli has a short stock and is designed to be held and fired by tlte 11se 
of er single hand .... 

Additionally, 27 CFR § 478.1 l, a regulation implementing tlte GCA, defines "pistol" as ... '1 

ll'<mpolt original{v designed, made, and i11tended lo fire a projecrile (bullet) fi'om one or more 
barrels when held in one hand, and having (a) a cl1amber(s) as an imegra/ part(s) of. or 
pen11a11ently aligned with. the bore(s); and (b) a short srock designed lo be gripped by one ltn11d 
and ar an angle to and ex/ending below the line of the borc(s). 

Please note nlso that the GCA, 18 U.S.C, § 92l{a)(7), defines the term 1•rit1e11 to include ... a 
weapon designed or redcJigned, ntndc or remade, arid intended to be fired from the shoulder .... 
Finally, the National Firearms Act (NFA), 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a)(3), defines "firearm" to include 
.. . n rifle having n barrel or barrels of less t/i(ln 16 incites in Ieng ti, .... 
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The subject device {pictured below) utilizes two telescoping metal tubes or rods that affix to both 
sides of a handgun frame: 
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While the attachment of certain stabilizing brace devices to some handguns ha,; been approved 
by ATF in the past. your intention to utilize a modified version could be interpreted as a change 
in the function of that part. The approved devices generally were not configurable to a position 
or setting in which the device more closely resembled a buttstock or shoulder stock in form and 
function, rather than its stated purpose as an ann brace. 

Further, modifying the length of that part serves to extend a contact surface rearward of the pistol 
grip on the above-depicted handgun, a feature commonly associated with butt stocks/shoulder 
stocks as welJ as firearms designed and intended to be fired from the shoulder. 
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(b)(3)-(26 USC 6103) Therefore, we should inform you 1hnt you would likely 

be classified as n device similar in fonn and function to a buttstock when installed on a fireann 
thus reconfiguring the firearm into a weapon designed or redesigned, made orremnde, and 
intended to be fired from the shoulder. Consequently, the insta!Jation of the device or possession 
of the device with a compatible pistol or revolver, containing a barrel of less than t 6 inches in 
length, could result in the manufacture of n "short-barreled rifle'' (SBR) as defined in 26 U.S.C. 
§ 5845(a)(3 ). 

However, FflSB is unable to make a fom,al detennination based solely upon diagrams .ind a 
wrinen description. A physical sample would have to be examined in order to make a fonnal 
determination. Our shipping address is the snme as our mailing address-

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Fiream1s and Explosives 
Firearms Technology Industry Services Branch 

244 Needy Rood 
Martinsburg, West Virginia 25405 

We thnnk you for your inquiry and trust the foresoing has been responsive. 

_,.Sincerely yours, 

·tfJt?~ 
Michael R. Curtis 

Chief, Fircunns Technology Industry Services Branch 
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M,\IUC UAR.NIS 
CHRISTOl'HEll TiiOl'.1,W 
JOANNAC. LCWIS1' 
MICHAEL rAUCl:TTF. .. 

• Akn ./ld1n,11rd In A"'""' ,111! ·\l&>k. 
• Alw ,'.d,1,111al In il11W1t1 

A T T O R N E Y S 

Ei' \) "-L • ~ 1=mbor 2, 2015 
30<.f-~16- • • 

BY ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION 

Mr. Max Kingery 
Chief 
Fireanns Technology Industry Services Brnnclt 
Bureau Of Alcohol, Tobncco, Firennns, & E.-<plosives 
244 Needy Road 
Martinsburg, WV 25405 

fltATIICR tlAJ\lll ro:-i .. 
«JrCoUt<SU. 

" Abo AJmluul In M,,rbl!d 
tt Only Admkttll Ill VI~;, 
•• Only M11uurd lr. M1r,l,od 

lBY ............. f.:La. 

Re: Follow up: FATD Case #303-984 -Adjusto.ble Pl'ltol Stabilizing Brace 

These two firearms are submitted by SB Tacticnl in response to your November 30, 
2015 dc:tennination stating that 11 physical sample on the Adjustilblc Pistol Stabilizing 
Brace ("Adjustable Brace .. ) would be needed in order to make a. final determination. The 
physicnl samples is attached ~o n~-for cliiilil 
iiiililvc lllso provided an • • • I flQJ 

...r with the widely available and ATF-approved 8B15 stabilizing brace. 

In your letter you state that the attachment of nn adjustable stnbilizing brace to n 
pistol constitutes the making of a "fireann" under tlie NF A. basecl on the pictures we 
submitted. Specifically. you smte thnt previously npprovcd devices "were not 
configurable to a positlnn or setting in which the device more closely resembled" a rifle 
stock rather than nn arm brnce. You go on to say thnt "modifying the length of [the brace] 
serves to e:ctcnd a contact surface rearward of the pistol grip ... 11 feature commonly 
o.ssociatcd" with rifle stocks. 

In light of the unalysis provided in your letter. there are some aspects of the physical 
sample we would like to bring to your attention. When fully extended, the distance from 
mounting surface of the pistol receiver to the back of the Adjus-racc is shurter,M., 
the approved devices or st!lDdnrd SBlS brace at approximate! • • inches vcrsu~ 
inches.' Ser: attached photo. Thus, the Adjustable Brace is not con gurabte to a position 
or setting that extends as far rearward ns even the approved devices. The moditic:11tion of 
length. does not extend the contact surface rearward of the approved devices; rather, it 
allows the user to shorten length of the brace forward. This helps stabilize the pistol for 
users with shorter or prosthetic arms. 

1 As you mny know, lhe length of the "approved devices" mey be easily adjusted by sliding the brace 
forward or rearward on the buffer rube. They ore simply held in piece by friction. Additionally, different 
sized buffer tubes can extend the position or setting oflhc bratc's contact surface to over 10 inches from 
receiver. 
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Additionally. we wish to reiterate thot the purpose of the adjustment mechanism is to 
assist those with shorter arms and disabled individuals who require a shorter ann brace 
for shooting particular types of handguns. The Adjustable Brace only allows users to 
make the brace shot1er, not longer, than approved devices available on the market today. 

: . . . .. 
(b) (6) 

Attorney at Law 
Mark Barnes & A 
Outside counsel to 
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U.S. Dcpnrtmcnt of Justice 

Dureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 
Fireanns :ind Ex.plosives 

Firearms Tecltnology Jndm·r,y Serwces Branch 

Dear (b) (6) 

Mor1ll11b111g, 11'1 

wwwo1r1:1w 

DEC ~ a 2015 90101 oruJIOJl 
33111 304296 

This refers to your correspondence to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Fireanns and Explosives 
(A TF), Fireanns Technology Industry Services Branch {FTISB), which accompanied your 
submitted snmple of an "Adjustable Pistol Stabilizing Brace'' mounted on a semiautomatic pistol. 
Specifically, you asked whether the subject device could be lawfully instnlled on a handgun. 

As you may be aware. the amended Gun Control Act of 1968 (GCA), 18 U.S.C. § 92l(a)(3), 
defines the tenn "firearm" to include: any weapon (111c/11ding a starter gun) which will or is 
designed to 01· may be readily convl!rtad 10 expel a projectile by the action of an 
explosive ... [mid) ... rite fro me or receiver o,f any such v.,eapon .... 

Also, with respect to the definitions of "handgun" and 1'pistol" under Federal statutes ond 
regulations, you may be aware that the GCA, 18 U.S.C. § 921 (a}{29), defines "handgun" to 
mean, in part ... a firearm wl,ic/r hos a short stock 011d is designed 10 be held and fired by tire use 
of a single hand .... 

Additionally, 27 CFR § 478.11, a regulation implementing the GCA, defines "pistol" as ... n 
weapon originally designed, made. and i11tended to fire n projectile (bullet) from one or mo,·e 
bal'l'els when /1e/d in 011e ha11d, and hm•ing (a) a chmnber(s) as an integral part(s) of. or 
permanently aligned with. the bore(s): and (b) as/Jon stock designed to be gripped by one hand 
aud m 011 angle ro and extending below 11,e line of 11,e bore(s). 

Please note also that the GCA, 18 U.S.C. § 921 (a)(7), defines lhe tenn "rifle" to include ... a 
weapon designed or redesignf!d, made or remade. and mtended to be fired from the shoulder .... 

Finally, the National Fireanns Act (NFA), 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a)(3), defines ufireann" to include 
.. . a rifle having a barrel or barrels of less than 16 i11chcs in length .... 
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The submitted device (pictured below 
of an adapter mounted to the rear of 
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(b) (6) 

o Brace adapter attached to rear of pistol frame. 
o Adjustable stabilizing brace attached to adapter. 
o Pistol weight without broce nttach~: 81 ounces. 
• Pistol weight with brace ntt:,chcd: I 05 ounce,;. ·• 
• Distnncc from rear of frame to end of fully extended brace: approximate! nches. 
o Accessory rails. 
o Utilizes a detachable magazine (not submitted). 
o 9mm Luger calibe-h ba •. • auachcd flash suppressor. 
o Overall length of approximntel nches. 

Further, the submitted brace contains a series of raised ridges at it its rear (sec photo below): 
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The subject ridges on the rear of the submitted snmple serve no functional purpose in the design 
of n pistol brnce; however, the ridges do provide a non-slip, gripping surface, a feature 
commonly associnted with butt stocks/shoulder stocks as well as fireanns designed and intended 
to be fired from the shoulder. You indicate production models will not have this raised surface 
so as to preclude its usefolness to be shouldered. 

The submitted weapon, ns described and depicted above, would be classified as a "pistol" subject 
to GCA provisions; howevcrt it would not be a .. fireann '' as defined by the NF A arovided the 
"Adjustable Pistol Stabilizing Brnce11 is used as originally designed~ NOl: used as a shoulder 
stockj and the raised ridges are removed from the rear of the brace. Please note that if the 
subject firearm is concealed on a person, the clnssification with regard to the NF A may change. 

We understand that Ule current design differs from a previously approved design because of a 
difference in materials used ns well ns production cost considerntions. We also understnnd thnt 
the device was developed to be shorter than the previous design to allow smaller and/or shorter 
shooters to effectively utilize a brace. 

Central to ATF's detennination is your representation that Che purpose and intent of your design, 
as with previously approved designs, is solely to alJow shooters-particularly those with 
disabilities-to better support lnrge handguns or pistols when firing one-hnnded. For example, 
the handgun that you submilled weighs 81 ounces without a magazine installed. Conventional 
handguns available to the public typically weigh between 20 and 40 ounces, depending on frame 
material and frame size, without a magazine inslnlled. FTISB believes that the designed use 
provides support for your position that the submitted sample is not actually intended to be used 
as a shoulder stock. 

Your submission would therefore be approved for use on handguns similar to that attached to 
your submission, provided there are no raised ridges on the rear of the brace. Its use on smnUer. 
or more conventional handguns. would not be authorized because the purported intent nod design 
offers no benefit for small handguns. 

Further, should an individual \ltilize the "Adjustable Pistol Stabilizing Brace" on the submitted 
sample as a shoulder stock to fire the weapon from the shoulder, this fireann would then be 
classified ns n "short-barreled rifle" as defined in the NFA, 26 U.S,C. § 5845(u){3) because the 
subject firearm, with attnched brace, has then been mnde or remade, designed or redesigned from 
jts originally intended purpose. 

In closing, FTISB finds that the submitted sample is approved for use as a pistol stabilizing brace 
provided the rnised ridges are removed from the rear of the device and not added at n loter time. 

To facilitate return of the submitted item, please provide FTISB with an appropriate FedEx or 
similar account number within 60 days ofreceipt of this letter. 
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We thank you for your inquiry and trust the foregoing has been responsive, 

Sincerely yours, 
/Jlj,,( 

~u_p/4 ~ 
Mich:1cl R. Curtis 

Chief, Fireanns Technology Jndllslry Serv1CL"S Branch 
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OPEN LETTER ON THE REDESIGN OF "STABILIZING BRACES'' 

The Firearms and Ammunition Technology Division (FATD), Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 
Firearms and Explosives (ATF) has received inquiries from the public concerning the proper use 
of devices recently marketed as "stabilizing braces.'' These devices are described as "a shooter's 
aid that is designed to improve the single-handed shooting performance of buffer tube equipped 
pistols." The device claims to enhance accuracy and reduce felt rt:coil when using an AR-style 
pistol. 

These items are intended to improve accuracy by using the operator's forearm to provide stable 
support for the AR-type pistol. ATF has previously determined that attaching the brace to a 
firearm does not alter the classification of the firearm or subject the Ii rearm to National Firearms 
Act (NFA) control. However, this clnssification is based upon the use of the device as designed. 
When the device is redesigned for use as n shoulder stock on a handgun with a rifled barrel tinder 
16 inches in length, the firenrm is properly classified as a firearm under the NFA. 

The NFA, 26 USCS § 5845, defines "firearm," in relevant part, as "a shotgun having a barrel or 
barrels of less than 18 inches in l~ngth" and "a rifle having a barrel or barrels of less than I 6 
inches in length." That section defines both "riOe" and "shotgun" us "a weapon designed or 
redesiKned, made or remade, and intended to be firccl_ji-0111 the shoulder .... " (Emphasis added). 

Pursuant to the pin in language or the statute, A TF and its predecessor agency have long held that 
a pistol with a barrel less than 16 inches in length and an attached shoulder stock is a NF A 
"firearm." For example. in Revenue Ruling 61-45, Luger and Mauser pistols "having a barrel of 
less than 16 inches in length with nn attachable shoulder stock affixed" were each classified ns a 
"short barrel rifle ... within the purview of the National Firennns Act." 

In classifying the originally submitted design, A TF considered the objective design of the item as 
well as the stated purpose of the item. In submitting this device for classification. the designer 
noted thnt 

The intent of tlw b11jfi!1· wbe JiJrcarm brace is to facilitate one handed fil'ing of !he 
ARJ5 pi.\·tol for those with limited strength or mobility due to a handicap. it also 
pe1:f01·ms the fimction of.rnfficiently padding the b1rffer tube in order to reduce 
br11isin~ to the forec1rm while.firing with one hand. Sliding and securing the brace 
onto onesfi,rean11 mul latcl1i11g the Velcro straps. distributes the weight of the 
weapon even~11 and a.\·rnres a snug fit. Therefore, it is no longer 1wcess01J' to 
clangero11s(v "muscle" !h1~\· large pistol during the one handed aiming process, and 
recoil is dispersed significantly, resulting in more accurate .\·hooting without 
compromi.ting safety or comfort. 

In the classification letter of November 26, 2012, ATF noted that a "shooter would insert his or 
her forearm into the device while gripping the pistol's handgrip-then tighten the Velcro straps for 
additional support and retention. Thus configured, the device provides the shooter with 
additional support of a firearm while it is still held and operated with one hand.'. When strapped 
co the wrist and used as designed, it is clear the device does not allow the firearm to be fired from 
the shoulder. Therefore, A TF concluded that, pursuant to the information provided, "the device 
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is not designed or intended to fire a weapon from the shoulder." In making the classification 
A TF determined that the objective design characteristics of the stabilizing brace supported the 
stated intent. 

ATF hereby confirms that if used as designed-to assist shooters in stabilizing a handgun while 
shooting with a single hand-the device is not considered a shoulder stock and therefore may be 
attached to a handgun without making a NFA firearm. However, ATF has received numerous 
inquiries regarding alternate uses for this device, including use as a shoulder stock. Because the 
NFA defines both rifle and shotgun to include any ·'weapon designed or redesigned, made or 
remade, and intended to be fired/mm the shoulder," any person who redes;gns a stabilizing 
brace for use as a shoulder stock makes a NFA firearm when attached ton pistol with a rifled 
barrel under 16 inches in length or a handgun with a smooth bore under 18 inches in length. 

The GCA does not define the term "redesign" and therefore ATF applies the common meaning. 
·'Redesign" is defined as "to alter the appearance or function of:' See e.g. Webster's II New 
College Dictionary, Third Ed. (2005). This is not a novel interpretation. For example A TF has 
previously advised that an individual possesses a destructive device when possessing anti
personnel ammunition with an otherwise unregulated 37138mm flare launcher. See ATF Ruling 
95-3. Further, ATF has advised that even use of nn unregulated flare and Oare launcher as a 
weapon resullc; in the making of a NFA weapon. Similnrly, ATF has advised that. although 
otherwise unregulated, the uc;e of certain nail guns as weapons may result in classification as nn 
"any other weapon." 

The pistol stabilizing brace was neither "designed'' nor approved to be used as a shoulder stock. 
and therefore use as a shoulder stock constitutes a "redesign" of the device because a possessor 
has changed the very function of the item. Any individual letters stating otherwise are contrary 
to the plain language of the NFA, misapply Federal law, and are hereby revoked. 

Any person who intends to use a handgun stabilizing brnce ns a shoulder stock on n pistol 
(having a rifled barrel under 16 inches in length or a smooth bore firearm with a barrel under 18 
inches in lenbrth) must first file an A TF Form I and pay the applicable tax because the resulting 
fireann will be subject to nil provisions of the NFA. 

ff you have any questions about the issues addressed in this letter. you may contact the Firearms 
nnd Ammunition Technology Division nt fire_tech@atf.gov or by phone at (304) 616-4300. 

~Pl-~ 
Max M. Kingery 

Acting Chief 
Firearms Technology Criminal Branch 

Firearms and Ammunition Technology Division 
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Dear 

11~R 2 l 2617 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 
Fireanns and Explosives 

Assistant Director 

W~shini;mn, DC 202U, 

w111wu1r.so1 

9000-
5000 

Re: Reversnl of ATP Op!!n Letter on the Redesign of "Stabilizing Braces" 

(b) (6) 
I am writing in response to your lener dated January 5, 2017, to Thomas Brandon, the Acting 
Director of the Bmeau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (A TF) on behalf of your clienfMi!fflf'ffvour lenerrequests that ATF reconsider its position articulated in 
ATF's "Open Leiter on I e Redesign of 'S1abilizing Braces"' issued on January 16, 2015 
(hereafter, the "Open Letter"). The Open Lei/er made it clear that stabilizing braces are perfectly 
legal accessories for large handguns or pistols. However, when employed as a shoulder stock 
with a firearm with a barrel less than 16 inches in length, the result would be making an 
unregistered NFA firearm. Your letter challenges the legal correctness of this latter conclusion 
and asks thnt ATF disavow it. Since receiving your letter we have re-examined the conclusions 
contained in the Open Letter. Although we stand by those conclusions. we agree that the Open 
Leuer may have generated some confusion concerning the anaJytical framework by which those 
conclusions were reacned. Thank you for the opportunity to clarify our analysis. 

Background 

As you are aware, the NFA, 26 USC § 5845, defines "firearm," in relevant part, as "a shotgun 
having a barrel or barrels of less than 18 inches in length" and "a rifle having a barrel or barrels 
of I ess than 16 inches in length." That section defines both "rifle" nnd "shotgun" as "a weapon 
designed or redesigned, made or remade, nnd intended to be fired from the shoulder .... " 
Pursuant to the plain language of the statute, ATF and its predecessor agency have long held that 
a pistol with a barrel less than 16 inches in length and an attached shoulder stock is an NF A 
"fireann." 
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J n 2012, ATF determined that a specific ann•stabilizing brace-marketed as "a shooter's aid" to 
assist in shooting large buffer tube equipped pistols-was not a shoulder stock and therefore 
could be attached to a fireann without that act constituting the making of an NF A firearm. 
Following this detennination, the firearms industry and members of the public sought 
clarification on whether the stabilizing brace may lawfully be used as a shoulder stock. To 
respond to these inquiries, ATF published the January 2015 Open Lerter. In that letter ATF 
con finned its previous determination that the use of stabilizing braces, as designed, would not 
create a short-banded rifle when attached to a firearm. ATF also advised, however, that because 
the stabiliiing brace was not designed as a should.er stock. "use" of the device as a shoulder stock 
would constitute a "redesign" of the firearm to which it was attached, resulting in the 
classification of that firearm as a short-barreled rifle. 

Your letter asserts thatATF's analysis of"usc" is untenable because the mere use of an 
otherwise lawfully possessed item for a purpose for which it ,vas not designed does not 
constitute "redesign" as defined in the NFA. You support this argument with analogies 
involving items that are not firearms (i.e., misuse of a screwdriver or hammer), and by 
distinguishing a prior A Tf ruling, A TF Ruling 95-2. on which th1: Open Leifer relies in its 
analysis of use. The unstated, but 1ogical, result of your argument is that stabilizing braces, 
alt.hough designed, intended and marketed for use only to shoot from the ann, could be attached 
to a firearm and used as a shoulder stock without fillling within the purview of the NF A. Under 
cert.tin circumstances, such an absolute result is simply not consistent with the letter and intent of 
the NFA, as we illustrate in the next paragraph. 

An accessory that can be anached to a firearm in any one of several configurations must be 
evaluated to determine whether attaching it in each of those configurations constitutes "making" 
an NFA firearm under both objective and subjective analyses. With respect to stabi)izing braces, 
A TF has concluded that attaching the brace to a handgun as a forearm brnce does not "make~• a 
short-barreled rifle because in the configuration os submitted to and approved by FATD, it is not 
intended to be and cannot comfortably be fired from the shoulder. If, however, the 
shooter/possessor takes affinnative steps to configure the device for use as a shoulder-stock-for 
example, configuring the brace so as to permanently affix it to the end of n buffer tube, 
(thereby creating a length that has no other purpose than to facilitate its use as a stock}, removing 
the arm-strap, or otherwise undennining its ability to be used as a brace -and then in fact shoots 
the firearm from the shoulder using the accessory as a shoulder stock, that person has objectively 
"redesigned" the firearm for purposes of the NF A. This conclusion is not based upon the mere 
fact thatthe firearm was tired from the shoulder at some point. Therefore, an NFA firearm has 
not necessarily been made when the device is not re-configured for use as a shoulder stock -
even if the attached firearm happens to be fired from the shoulder. 
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To the extent the January 2015 Open Lcller implied or hns been construed to hold that incidental, 
sporaclic, or situational .. use" of an urm-brnce (in its original approved configuration) equipped 
firearm from a firing position at or near the shoulder was sufficient to constitute "redesign," such 
interpretations are incorrect and not consistent with ATF's interpretation of the statute or the 
manner in which it has historically been enforced. 

In that regard, we also note that the "making" of an NF A firearm pursuant to 26 U.S.C. § 5821 
includes the altering of an existing firennn such that, after the alteration; the fireann meets one 
of the enumerated descriptions in 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a), whether or not that alteration is 
permanent. So, for example, one "makes" a short-barreled shotgun subject to the NFA by 
replacing a 20 inch barrel with a 16 inch barrel, even though thnt configuration may not be 
permanent. Nothing in the NFA requires tho.t the "making'' be irreversible. Similarly. an item 
thnt functions ns a stock if attached to a handgun in a manner that serves the objective purpose of 
allowing the firearm to be fired from the shoulder may result in "making" a short-barreled rifle, 
even if the attachment is not permanent. See, Revenue Ruling 61-45. The foct that the item may 
allow, or even be intended by its manufacturer for other lawful purposes, does not affect the 
NF A analysis. 

Again, to the extent the Open Letter was confusing, we nppreciate the opportunity to clarify our 
position. Thank you for your inquiry regarding this matter. 

~~ 
Assistant Director 

Enforcement Programs and Seivices 
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COMPLIANCE APPLICATIONS & ADVANTAGES 

STIFF-ARM THE ESTABLISHMENT 
SB T11ctlc11I'' remains et the forefront of 11ccessaries development far POW pistDls es the inventcr end manufacturer ohhe BATFE c0mpll11nt 

Pistol Suibillzing Brace learn mare 11baut camp;iance end an afthe applic11tlans and 11dv11nt11ges that our braces offer. 
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